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ON THE FINITENESS OF ATTRACTORS FOR ONE-DIMENSIONAL
MAPS WITH DISCONTINUITIES
P. BRANDA˜O, J. PALIS, AND V. PINHEIRO
Abstract. In the present paper we show that piecewise C3 maps of the interval with
negative Schwarzian derivative display only a finite number of attractors, extending results
in [6, 7, 22, 40, 41]. We also give a more precise description of the attractors for contracting
Lorenz maps.
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1. Introduction
Attractors play a fundamental role in the study of dynamical systems for the under-
standing of future evolution of initial states. Along this line, stressing the importance
of attractors, it was conjectured by Palis in 1995 (see [32, 33]) that, in compact smooth
manifolds, there is a dense set D of differentiable dynamics such that, among other proper-
ties, any element of D display finitely many attractors whose union of basins of attraction
has total probability in the ambient manifold. The conjecture was built in such a way
that, if proved to be true, one can then concentrate the attention on the description of
the properties of these finitely many attractors and their basins of attraction to have an
understanding on the whole system.
This kind of scenario appeared earlier in the works of Andronov-Pontrjagin [3] for flows
on 2-dimensional discs transversal to the boundary, Peixoto [37] for smooth flows on com-
pact orientable surfaces and Palis-Smale [36] for smooth gradient flows in higher dimen-
sions. Besides these results, the corresponding framework for flows in dimension three
or more is wide open. For diffeomorphisms in two or higher dimensions the question is
in general equally wide open, except for C1 diffeomorphisms on compact boundaryless
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3-dimensional manifolds, see Crovisier-Pujals [10]. On the way to prove the above conjec-
ture, one has to face the existence of open sets in the space of diffeomorphisms containing
residual sets of dynamics displaying infinitely many attractors, as shown by Newhouse
[30]. This fact does not contradict the existence of a dense set of dynamics having only
a finite number of attractors, but certainly shows how delicate such a question is, see
[18, 31, 34, 35].
On the other hand, for Cr maps of the interval, r ≥ 1, the above conjecture has been
proved by Kozlovski-Shen-van Strien in [20], as they have shown that the hyperbolic maps
are dense. The denseness of hyperbolic maps had been previously established for the real
quadratic case by Lyubich in [23] and for the parametrized logistic family ft(x) = 4tx(1−x)
by Graczyk-Swiatek in [14]. We observe that quadratic maps, in particular the logistic one,
have negative Schwarzian derivative, as defined in Section 1.1.
For one-dimensional dynamics, due to the simplicity of the topology, one may ask if
the finiteness of the number of attractors is a condition fulfilled by all maps, instead of
only a dense subset of dynamics as conjectured for higher dimensions. The question has a
negative answer, since maps that do not have negative Schwarzian derivative may display
an infinite number of the so-called inessential attracting periodic orbits. So, the problem
here is if we always have a finite number of attractors for maps with negative Schwarzian
derivative, even when we allow for discontinuities.
A C2 map of the interval is said to be non-flat if for each critical point c of the map,
there is a local diffeomorphism Φc ∈ C2, and α > 1 such that Φ−1c ◦ f ◦ Φc(x) = ±|x|α for
all x close to c.
We point out that maps of the interval with discontinuities naturally arise from vector
fields. Indeed, piecewise Cr maps, r ≥ 1, that are piecewise monotone and non-flat can
be obtained as the quotient by stable manifolds of a Poincare´ map of some Cr dissipative
flow. In Figure 1 we have sketched a flow giving rise to a piecewise Cr one-dimensional
map with two discontinuities, see [11, 17, 38].
The finiteness of the number of attractors for C3 non-flat maps of the interval with
negative Schwarzian derivative began to be established by the pioneering work of Blokh-
Lyubich in [6, 7] and Lyubich [21]. They have shown that if f : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a C3
non-flat map with a single critical point and negative Schwarzian derivative, then there is
an attractor whose basin of attraction contains Lebesgue almost every point of the interval
[0, 1]. Main contributions were also due to de Melo-van Strien [25], Guckenheimer-Johnson
[16], Keller [19], Graczyk-Sands-Swiatek [13] and others.
For smooth non-flat maps of the interval, Lyubich [22] proved the finiteness of non-
periodic attractors. More recently, van Strien-Vargas [40] sharpened the classification of
these attractors.
In contrast with the smooth case, the problem of finiteness of the number of attractors
remained open for maps with discontinuities or other kind of lack of regularity, and this
is exactly what is treated in the present paper. Former partial answers to this question
include Lorenz maps: Guckenheimer-Williams solved the expanding case in [17] and, later,
St. Pierre in [41], the contracting one.
The main result in this paper is that every piecewise C3 map with negative Schwarzian
derivative can only display a finite number of attractors. Furthermore, the union of the
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Figure 1. An example of a flow displaying two coupled singularities and
inducing an one-dimensional map with two discontinuities.
basins of attraction contains Lebesgue almost every point. We do so without having to
decompose the domain of the map into ergodic components, and this is a key fact in our
work. Former proofs of the finiteness of the number of attractors usually went through
showing the non-existence of wandering intervals and the decomposition of the domain
into ergodic components. However, for maps with discontinuities that are at the same
time critical points, the existence of wandering intervals is in general an open question.
And, although wandering intervals are an obstruction to the decomposition into ergodic
components, the methods presented here still allow us to bound the number of attractors.
1.1. Statement of the main results. Given a smooth compact manifold M , possibly
with boundary, we say, following Milnor [29], that a compact subset A ⊂ M is a metrical
attractor for a map f : M → M if its basin of attraction βf (A) := {x ; ωf (x) ⊂ A} has
positive Lebesgue measure and there is no strictly smaller closed set A′ ⊂ A so that βf (A′)
is the same as βf (A) up to a measure zero set. Here, ωf (x) is the positive limit set of x,
that is, the set of accumulating points of the forward orbit of x.
An attractor is called minimal if Leb(βf (A
′)) = 0 for every compact set A′ $ A. If A is
a minimal attractor, then ωf (x) = A for almost all x ∈ βf (A).
In this work, we deal with piecewise C3 maps of the interval into itself with negative
Schwarzian derivative. More precisely, we consider maps f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] that are C3 local
diffeomorphisms with negative Schwarzian derivative, i.e., Sf(x) = f
′′′(x)
f ′(x) − 32
(f ′′(x)
f ′(x)
)2
< 0,
in the whole interval, except for a finite set of points Cf ⊂ (0, 1). This exceptional set
contains all the critical points of f , which may or may not be flat, as well as discontinuities
of the map.
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Theorem A. Let f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1], be a C3 local diffeomorphism with negative Schwarzian
derivative in the whole interval, except for a finite set Cf ⊂ (0, 1). Then, there is a finite
collection of attractors A1, · · · , An, such that
Leb(βf (A1) ∪ · · · ∪ βf (An)) = 1.
Furthermore, for almost all points x, we have ωf (x) = Aj for some j = 1, · · · , n.
Notice that we are not assuming the critical points to be non-flat, as previously assumed
in [22, 40]. In particular, we are not requiring the map to have any symmetry around any
given critical point: after a change of coordinates, the degree of the map at the critical
point does not have to be the same at the left and right sides.
To state Theorem B below, we introduce the notion of cycle of intervals, namely a
transitive finite union of non-trivial closed intervals. It is a common type of attractor
for maps of the interval associated to the existence of an absolutely continuous invariant
measure.
A point p ∈ [0, 1] is called right-periodic with period n for f if n is the smallest integer
` ≥ 1 such that p = lim0<ε→0 sup{f `((p − ε, p)) ∩ [0, p)}. Similarly, we define left-periodic
points and a point p is periodic-like if it is left or right-periodic.
We shall deal with two types of finite minimal attractors: ordinary attracting periodic
orbits, and the ones that contain at least one point of the exceptional set Cf : the attracting
periodic-like orbits.
When we modify the eigenvalues λ2 < λ3 < 0 < λ1 of the geometric Lorenz attractor [2],
replacing the usual expanding condition λ3 +λ1 > 0 by a contracting condition λ3 +λ1 < 0,
it gives rise to a flow that induces a one-dimensional map called contracting Lorenz map.
We then define a contracting Lorenz map as an orientation preserving C2 local diffeo-
morphism f : [0, 1] \ {c} → [0, 1], 0 < c < 1, such that 0 and 1 are fixed points and f has
no repelling fixed points in (0, 1). If such a map is C3 with negative Schwarzian derivative
and has no periodic-like attractors, we show that it has only a single attractor whose basin
of attraction has full Lebesgue measure.
Notice that our result extends the one in [41], as we do not require the non-flatness
condition of the critical point, and such a condition is implicitly assumed in Lemma 3.36
in that work.
Theorem B. Let f be a C3 contracting Lorenz map f : [0, 1]\{c} → [0, 1], c ∈ (0, 1), with
negative Schwarzian derivative. If f does not have periodic-like attractors, then f has an
attractor A such that ωf (x) = A for almost every x ∈ [0, 1]. In particular, Leb(βf (A)) = 1.
Furthermore, f can have at most two periodic-like attractors. If f has a single peri-
odic attractor, its basin of attraction has full Lebesgue measure. The case that f has two
periodic-like attractors, the union of their basins of attraction has full Lebesgue measure.
If f does not have periodic-like attractors, then A is either a cycle of intervals or a
transitive Cantor set.
If A is a Cantor set, then A = ωf (c−) or ωf (c+). Moreover, if f is non-flat (see
Definition 29 in the Appendix) and A is a Cantor set, then c− and c+ ∈ A = ωf (c−) =
ωf (c+).
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1.2. An outline of the paper. In Section 1.1 we have stated the main results of the
paper, namely Theorems A and B. In Section 2, we present some basic results in one-
dimensional dynamics and introduce some notation to deal with lateral limits and lateral
periodic orbits. We also present some facts on cycles of intervals.
In Section 3, we prove the Interval Dichotomy Lemma (Lemma 9), which is one of the
new main ingredients of the paper. Firstly, we make a brief study of the ergodicity with
respect to Lebesgue measure of complete Markov maps adapted to our context (Lemmas 7
and 8) and use it to prove Lemma 9. As a consequence, the ω-limit set of almost every
point x ∈ [0, 1] outside the basins of attraction of the periodic-like attracting orbits and
the cycles of intervals, is contained in the closure of the union of the future orbits of the
exceptional set (Corollary 10). This fact leads to a restriction on the locus of the ω-limit
of almost every point and this information is crucial in the subsequent sections.
In Section 4, we make use of a sort of “parallax argument”, that is, we evaluate the
position of an object by comparing two different viewpoints of this object. In our context,
the object to be considered is the ω-limit set of typical orbits, indeed some conveniently
chosen subset V of it. The first viewpoint is given by the original map f . To get the
second one, we construct a suitable auxiliary map g that has a distinct exceptional set
Cg 6= Cf , but keeps unchanged the ω-limit set of the points in V . Comparing the ω-limit
set of the points of V with respect to f and g, we are able to make precise the ω-limit set
of the points that are not attracted by periodic-like attracting orbits or cycles of interval
(Theorem 2). With that, we prove Theorem A.
The least section, Section 5, is dedicated to the contracting Lorenz maps and the proof
of Theorem B. We have as its main ingredient the induced map provided by Lemma 18.
2. Notation, setting and preliminary facts
Let f : [0, 1] \ Cf → [0, 1] be a C1 local diffeomorphism. Without loss of generality, we
can assume that Cf ⊂ (0, 1) and that f({0, 1}) ⊂ {0, 1}. Indeed, we can extend f to a
C3 map g; [−1, 2] \ Cg → [−1, 2], with Cg = {0, 1} ∪ Cf , Sg < 0, g({−1, 2}) ⊂ {−1, 2} and
ωf (x) ⊂ [0, 1] for every x ∈ (−1, 0) ∩ (1, 2). Notice that, in this case, the attractors of f
and g are the same.
Given a set U ⊂ [0, 1], the pre-orbit of U is O−f (U) :=
⋃
j≥0 f
−j(U), where f−1(U) =
{x ∈ [0, 1] \ Cf ; f(x) ∈ U} and, for j ≥ 1, f−j(U) is inductively given by f−j(U) =
f−1(f−(j−1)(U)).
Given p ∈ [0, 1], we set
fn(p±) = lim
0<ε↘0
fn(p± ε)
O+f (p±) = {fn(p±) ; n ≥ 0}
and
ωf (p±) = {y ; ∃nj →∞ s.t. y = lim
j→∞
fnj(p±)}.
For any point x ∈ [0, 1], we define the forward (or positive) orbit of x as
O+f (x) = O+f (x−) ∪ O+f (x+).
Notice that, if x /∈ O−f (Cf ), then O+f (x) = {fn(x) ; n ≥ 0}.
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A point p ∈ [0, 1] is called periodic if there exists n ≥ 1 such that fn(x−) = fn(x+) = x.
We denote the set of periodic points of f by Per(f).
The omega-limit set of a point p ∈ [0, 1] is defined as
ωf (p) = ωf (p−) ∪ ωf (p+).
Given any U ⊂ [0, 1], we denote the forward orbit of U by O+f (U), that is,
O+f (U) =
⋃
x∈U
O+f (x).
A set U ⊂ [0, 1] is called a forward (or positive) invariant set if O+f (x) ⊂ U for all x ∈ U .
It easy to check that ωf (x) and also O+f (x) are positive invariant sets for every x ∈ [0, 1].
Given x ∈ [0, 1] \ O−f (Cf ) and p ∈ [0, 1], we say that
p− ∈ ωf (x) if p ∈ O+f (x) ∩ [0, p).
Similarly,
p+ ∈ ωf (x) if p ∈ O+f (x) ∩ (p, 1].
Given an open subset U ⊂ [0, 1] and a point p ∈ [0, 1], we say that p− ∈ U if ∃ ε > 0
such that (p− ε, p) ⊂ U . Similarly, p+ ∈ U if ∃ ε > 0 such that (p, p+ ε) ⊂ U .
For any n ≥ 1, and a, b ∈ [0, 1], we consider the following notation:
fn(a+) = b+
definition⇐⇒ fn(x)↘ b when x↘ a
fn(a+) = b−
definition⇐⇒ fn(x)↘ b when x↗ a
fn(a−) = b+
definition⇐⇒ fn(x)↗ b when x↘ a
fn(a−) = b−
definition⇐⇒ fn(x)↗ b when x↗ a
A left periodic-like attractor is an attractor A such that A = {p, f(p−), · · · , fn−1(p−)},
for some p ∈ [0, 1] and n ≥ 1 with fn(p−) = p−, and such that
Leb({x ∈ βf (A) ; p− ∈ ωf (x)}) > 0.
Analogously, we define a right periodic-like attractor. Notice that any attracting periodic-
like orbit is a left periodic-like attractor or a right periodic-like attractor. A saddle-node
is either a left or a right periodic-like attractor, but in general, an attracting periodic-like
attractor can be both a left and a right periodic-like attractor.
Definition (Nice intervals, [26]). An interval J = (a, b) ⊂ [0, 1] is called nice with respect to
f if O+f (a)∩J = O+f (b)∩J = ∅. Notice that this means that O+f (a±)∩J = O+f (b±)∩J = ∅.
We now briefly quote some basic results that we shall use in the sequel. For that, let us
denote by B0(f) the union of the basin of attraction of all attracting periodic-like orbits,
that is, all left and all right periodic-like attractors.
A homterval is an open interval I = (a, b) such that fn|I is a homeomorphism for n ≥ 1.
This is equivalent to assume that I ∩ O−f (Cf ) = ∅. A homterval I is called a wandering
interval if I ∩ B0(f) = ∅ and f j(I) ∩ fk(I) = ∅ for all 1 ≤ j < k.
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Lemma 1 (Homterval Lemma, see [28]). Let I = (a, b) be a homterval of f . If I is not a
wandering interval, then I ⊂ B0(f) ∪ O−f (Per(f)). Furthermore, if f is C3 with Sf < 0,
and I is not a wandering interval, then the set I \ B0 has at most one point.
As we are dealing with subsets of the interval, if the ω-limit of a point is not totally
disconnected, then its interior is not empty. This implies, by Lemma 2 below, that either
ωf (x) is a totally disconnected set or a cycle of intervals.
The proofs of the following lemmas are standard.
Lemma 2. If p ∈ [0, 1] \ O−f (Cf ), then Interior(ωf (p)) 6= ∅ if and only if ωf (p) is a cycle
of intervals. Furthermore, each cycle of intervals contains at least one point of Cf in its
interior.
Lemma 3. Let p, q ∈ [0, 1]\O−f (Cf ). If Interior(ωf (p))∩ Interior(ωf (q)) 6= ∅, then ωf (p) =
ωf (q).
A cycle of intervals may not be a minimal attractor (or even an attractor in Milnor’s
sense). Indeed, this is the case of the so called wild attractors [8]. Nevertheless, as every
cycle of intervals contains a critical point in its interior, it follows from Lemma 3 above
that the number of cycles of intervals for f is always finite.
Corollary 4. f has at most #Cf distinct cycles of intervals.
Lemma 5. Let x ∈ [0, 1] \ O−f (Cf ) be a point not contained in the basin of attraction of
any attracting periodic-like orbit and let p be a periodic-like point.
(1) If p is a left side periodic-like point, then p ∈ O+f (x) ∩ [0, p) ⇐⇒ p ∈ ωf (x) ∩ [0, p).
(2) If p is a right side periodic-like point, then p ∈ O+f (x) ∩ (p, 1] ⇐⇒ p ∈ ωf (x) ∩ (p, 1].
Theorem (Koebe’s Lemma [28]). For every ε > 0 ∃K > 0 such that the following holds:
Let M , T be intervals in R with M ⊂ T and denote respectively by L and R the left and
right components of T \M . If f : T → f(T ) ⊂ R is a C3 diffeomorphism with negative
Schwarzian derivative and
|f(L)| ≥ ε|f(M)| and |f(R)| ≥ ε|f(M)|,
then |Df(x)||Df(y)| ≤ K for x, y ∈M .
3. Markov maps and the interval dichotomy lemma
Let X be a compact metric space and µ be a finite measure defined on the Borel sets of X.
Let F : V → X be a measurable map defined on a Borel set V ⊂ X with full measure (i.e.,
µ(V ) = µ(X)), to which we shall refer. Note that we are not requiring µ to be F -invariant.
The map F is called ergodic with respect to µ (or µ is called ergodic with respect to F )
if µ(U)
µ(X) = 0 or 1 for every F -invariant Borel set U , noting that here F -invariant means
U = F−1(U).
Proposition 6. If a measure µ is ergodic with respect to F (not necessarily invariant),
then there is a compact set A ⊂ X such that ωF (x) = A for µ-almost every x ∈ X.
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Proof. If U ⊂ X is an open set, then either ωF (x) ∩ U 6= ∅ for µ-almost every x ∈ X or
ωF (x)∩U = ∅ for µ almost every x ∈ X. Indeed, taking U˜ = {x ; ωF (x)∩U 6= ∅} we have
that U˜ is invariant and then, by ergodicity, either µ(U˜) = 0 or µ(U˜) = µ(X).
Notice that if ωF (x)∩U 6= ∅ for every open set U and µ-almost every x, then ωF (x) = X
almost surely, proving the proposition. Thus, we may suppose the existence of a non-empty
open U ⊂ X such that ωF (x) ∩ U = ∅ for µ-almost every x. Let W be the maximal open
set such that ωF (x) ∩W = ∅ for µ almost every x ∈ X. Thus, ωF (x) ⊂ A for µ-almost
every x ∈ X, where A = X \W .
Now, we shall show that ωF (x) ⊃ A for µ-almost every x ∈ X. For that, consider a
countable and dense subset A′ of A. Given p ∈ A′ we have that necessarily ωF (x)∩Bε(p) 6=
∅ for µ almost every x ∈ X and any ε > 0, for otherwise we would have ε > 0 such that
ωF (x) ∩ Bε(p) = ∅ for µ-almost every x ∈ X, but then Bε(p) ∪W would contradict the
maximality of W . Let Wn = {x ; ωF (x) ∩ B 1
n
(p) 6= ∅}. We have that µ(Wn) = µ(X),
∀n ∈ N, and thus, µ(⋂nWn) = µ(X). As ωF (x) is a closed set and dist(p, ωF (x)) = 0
∀x ∈ ⋂nWn, it follows that p ∈ ωF (x) for µ-almost every x ∈ X and every p ∈ A′. As A′
is countable A′ ⊂ ωF (x) for µ-almost every x ∈ X. As A′ is dense in A, we get also that
A ⊂ ωF (x) for µ-almost every x ∈ X, proving Proposition 6.

Lemma 7. Let a < b ∈ R and V ⊂ (a, b) be an open set. Let P be the set of connected
components of a Borel set V . Let G : V → (a, b) be a map satisfying:
(1) G(P ) = (a, b) diffeomorphically, for any P ∈ P;
(2) ∃V ′ ⊂ ⋂j≥0G−j(V ), with Leb(V ′) > 0, such that
(a) limn→∞ |Pn(x)| = 0, ∀x ∈ V ′,
where Pn(x) is the connected component of
⋂n
j=0G
−j(V ) that contains x;
(b) ∃K > 0 such that ∣∣DGn(p)
DGn(q)
∣∣ ≤ K, for all n, and p, q ∈ Pn(x), and x ∈ V ′
Then, Leb([a, b] \ V ) = 0, ωG(x) = [a, b] for Lebesgue almost all x ∈ [a, b].
Proof. Firstly, we show that
Claim 1. Every positively invariant set U ⊂ V ′ with positive measure has measure |b− a|.
Proof. Suppose that U ⊂ V ′ is positively invariant with positive measure. Note that
necessarily U ⊂ ⋂j≥0G−j(V ). From the Lebesgue Density Theorem, there is p ∈ U
(indeed for Lebesgue almost every p ∈ U) such that limn→∞ Leb(Pn(p)\U)Leb(Pn(p)) = 0. So, it follows
from the bounded distortion hypothesis, item (2b) in Lemma 7 and the forward invariance
of U that Leb((a, b) \ U) = 0. Indeed,
Leb((a, b) \ U) ≤ Leb(Gn(Pn(p) \ U)) (1)
= Leb((a, b))
Leb(Gn(Pn(p) \ U))
Leb(Gn(Pn(p))) ≤ Leb((a, b))K
Leb(Pn(p) \ U)
Leb(Pn(p)) → 0
Here the inequality (1) follows from the fact that U ⊃ Gn(Pn(p) ∩ U) and, then, (a, b) \
U ⊂ (a, b) \ Gn(Pn(p) ∩ U)) = Gn(Pn(p) \ U). And the last equality we get by writing
(a, b) = Gn(Pn(p)), and as Gn(Pn(p)) is a bijection, (a, b) can be written as a disjoint union
of Gn(Pn(p) \ U) and Gn(Pn(p) ∩ U). 
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As V ′ is a positively invariant set, we get Leb((a, b)\V ′) = 0. Thus, Leb(V ) = Leb(V ′) =
Leb([a, b]). As an invariant set is also a positively invariant set, it also follows from the
claim that G is ergodic with respect to Lebesgue measure (more precisely, with respect to
Leb |[a,b]).
From Proposition 6, there is a compact set A ⊂ [a, b] such that ωG(x) = A for Lebesgue
almost every x ∈ [a, b].
Claim 2. Leb(A) > 0.
Proof. Suppose that Leb(A) = 0. Then, given ε > 0, there exists an open neighborhood
Mε of A such that Leb(Mε) < ε. Let Ωε(n) = {x ∈ (a, b);O+G(Gn(x)) ⊂ Mε}. Observe
that Leb(
⋃
n Ωε(n)) = |b − a|, as ωG(x) = A for Lebesgue almost all x. Then, ∃n0 such
that Leb(Ωε(n0)) > 0. As Ωε(n0) is positively invariant, it also follows that G
n0(Ωε(n0)) is
positively invariant. Then, by Claim 1, Leb(Gn0(Ωε(n0))) = |b−a|. This is a contradiction
since Gn0(Ωε(n0)) ⊂Mε and Leb(Mε) < ε. 
As A is positively invariant and Leb(A) > 0, by Claim 2 it follows from Claim 1 that
Leb(A) = |b−a|. As A is a compact set, it follows that A = [a, b]. Thus ωG(x) = A = [a, b]
for Lebesgue almost every x, proving the Lemma. 
Lemma 8. Let U ⊂ I = (a, b) ⊂ R be an open set and F : U → (a, b) be a C3 local
diffeomorphism with SF < 0. Let P be the collection of connected components of U . If
there is a positively invariant set V ⊂ U with positive measure such that
(1) F (P(x)) = I ∀x ∈ V and
(2) V does not intersect the basin of attraction of any periodic-like attractor of F ,
then either ωF (x) ⊂ ∂I for almost every x ∈ V or Leb(I \ V ) = 0 and ωF (x) = [a, b] for
Lebesgue almost every x ∈ [a, b].
Proof. We may suppose that Leb({x ∈ V ; ωf (x)∩ I 6= ∅}) > 0 and choose a < a′ < b′ < b
such that Leb(V ′) > 0, where V ′ = {x ∈ V ; ωF (x) ∩ (a′, b′) 6= ∅}. Write J = (a′, b′) (we
will consider J ⊂ I instead of I, so that we can apply Koebe’s Lemma, Theorem 2).
It follows from Koebe’s Lemma that there is K, depending only on a
′−a
b−a and
b−b′
b−a , such
that ∣∣∣∣(F n)′(p)(F n)′(q)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ K, ∀p, q ∈ Jn(x),∀n,∀x ∈ F−n(J), (2)
where Jn(x) is the connected component of F
−n(J) that contains x.
Given x ∈ I let
U(x) = {n ∈ N ; x ∈ F−n(J)}.
Claim. We have limU(x)3n→∞ |Jn(x)| = 0, for Lebesgue almost every x ∈ V ′.
Proof of the Claim. Suppose that there is a Lebesgue density point x of V ′ such that
lim
U(x)3n→∞
|Jn(x)| > 0.
Then, M := Interior(
⋂
n∈U(x) Jn(x)) is an open interval with J1(x) ⊃ · · · ⊃ Jn(x)↘M. As
F n(Jn(x)) = J ∀n, it follows from the bounded distortion (2) above that F n(M) n→∞−→ J .
Thus, there exists ` big enough so that F `(M) ∩M 6= ∅. As F n`|M is a diffeomorphism
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∀n, defining M˜ = ⋃n≥0 F n`(M), we have that F `|M˜ is a diffeomorphism and F `(M˜) = M˜ .
This implies, since SF < 0, that F `|M˜ has one, say p1, or at most two attracting fixed-like
points p1, p2 such that Leb(M˜ \β(A)) = 0, where A = {p1} or {p1, p2}. Therefore, Lebesgue
almost every point of the neighborhood of x is contained in the basin of attraction of some
attracting periodic-like orbit, contradicting the fact that V ′ does not intersect the basin of
any periodic-like attractor (recall that x is a density point of V ′). 
It follows from the claim above that Per(F ) ⊃ V ′∩ (a′, b′). Furthermore, from the claim,
the invariance of V ′ and the bounded distortion (2), we also get that Leb((a′, b′) \V ′) = 0.
As a consequence, Per(F ) ⊃ (a′, b′).
Let α0, β0 ∈ (a′, b′) ∩ Per(f) be such that α0 < β0, Leb({x ∈ V ′ ; ωF (x) ∩
(O+f (α0) ∪
O+f (β0)
) 6= ∅}) = 0 and Leb({x ∈ V ′ , ωF (x) ∩ (α0, β0) 6= ∅}) > 0.
Let T = (α, β) be a connected component of (α0, β0) \
(O+F (α0) ∪ O+F (β0)) such that
Leb({x ∈ V ′ ; ωF (x) ∩ T 6= ∅}) > 0. Let T ∗ = {x ∈ T ; O+F (F (x)) ∩ T 6= ∅}, T be the
set of all connected components of T ∗ and FT : T ∗ → T be the first return map to T . As
O+F (∂T ) ∩ T = ∅, we have that FT (W ) = T for all W ∈ T . It follows again from (2) that∣∣∣∣(F nT )′(p)(F nT )′(q)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ K, ∀p, q ∈ Tn(x),∀n,∀x ∈ V ′′,
where V ′′ = {x ∈ T ∩ V ′ ; ωF (x) ∩ T 6= ∅} and Tn(x) is the connected component of
F−nT (T ) containing x. That is, FT satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 7. Thus, Leb(T \V ′) =
Leb(T \V ′′) = 0 and ωFT (x) ⊃ [α, β] for Lebesgue almost every x ∈ T . Chose any p ∈ V ′∩T
and n ≥ 1 big enough so that Jn(p) ⊂ T . As F n(Jn(p)) = (a′, b′) and Leb ◦F−1  Leb,
we have that Leb((a′, b′) \ V ) = Leb((a′, b′) \ V ′) = 0 and ωF (x) ⊃ [a′, b′] for almost all
x ∈ (a′, b′). Finally, as we can take a′ as close to a and b′ as close to b as wished, we
conclude that Leb(I \ V ) = 0 and ωF (x) = [a, b] for Lebesgue almost every x ∈ [a, b].

In the remainder of this section, Cf ⊂ (0, 1) is a finite set and f : [0, 1] \ Cf → [0, 1] is a
C3 local diffeomorphism, with Sf < 0 and f({0, 1}) ⊂ {0, 1}.
Denote by Vf the set of “lateral exceptional values” of f , i.e., Vf = {f(c±) ; c ∈ Cf},
and let O+f (Vf ) = {fn(c±) ; c ∈ Cf and n ≥ 1}.
Lemma 9 (Interval Dichotomy). Let I = (a, b) ⊂ [0, 1] be a nice interval such that I ∩
O+f (Vf ) = ∅. If Leb(I \B0(f)) > 0, then either ωf (x)∩I = ∅ for almost every x ∈ I \B0(f)
or ωf (x) ⊃ I for almost every x ∈ I.
Proof. Let F : I∗ → I be the first return map to I, with I∗ = {x ∈ I ; O+f (f(x)) ∩ I 6= ∅}.
Let P be the set of connected components of I∗.
Claim. F is a local diffeomorphism having negative Schwarzian derivative and F (P ) = I
for ∀P ∈ P.
Proof of the Claim. As f is a local diffeomorphism with Sf < 0, it follows that F is also
a local diffeomorphism with SF < 0. Given P ∈ P , there is some m > 0 such that
F |P = fm|P . Write P = (p0, p1). As I is a nice interval, if F (P ) 6= I, then ∃i ∈ {0, 1},
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0 ≤ n < m and c ∈ Cf such that fn(pi) = c and fm−n(c−) or fm−n(c+) ∈ I, contradicting
our hypothesis. 
Now let V = {x ∈ I \B0; #(O+f (x)∩I) =∞}, i.e., V =
(⋂
n≥0 F
−n(I)
)\B0, and assume
that Leb(V ) > 0. Note that V is an F -positively invariant set with positive measure and it
does not intersect the basin of attraction of any periodic-like attractor of F . Thus, the first
return map F satisfy all the hypotheses of Lemma 8. As a consequence, Leb(I \ V ) = 0
and ωf (x) ⊃ ωF (x) = I ⊃ I for almost every x ∈ I.

Let B1(f) = {x ∈ [0, 1] ; Interior(ωf (x)) 6= ∅}. By Lemma 2, B1(f) is the set of points
x ∈ [0, 1] such that ωf (x) is a cycle of intervals. In particular, B1(f) is contained in the
union of the basins of attraction of all cycles of intervals.
Corollary 10. ωf (x) ⊂ O+f (Vf ) for almost all x ∈ [0, 1] \ (B0(f) ∪ B1(f)).
Proof. As the collection P of all connected components of (0, 1)\O+f (Vf ) is a countable set
of intervals. Furthermore, each I ∈ P is a nice interval. Thus, it follows from the interval
dichotomy lemma that
0 ≤ Leb
({
x ∈ [0, 1] \ (B0(f) ∪ B1(f)) ; ωf (x) 6⊂ O+f (Vf )
)
≤
≤
∑
I∈P
Leb
({
x ∈ I \ (B0(f) ∪ B1(f)) ; ωf (x) ∩ I 6= ∅
})
= 0.

A C3 map f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1], with f(0) = f(1) = 0, is called S-unimodal if it has at most
two fixed points, a single critical point c ∈ (0, 1) and negative Schwarzian derivative. Blokh
and Lyubich [7] proved that non-flat S-unimodal maps display a unique metrical attractor.
Using induced maps on Hofbauer-Keller towers, Keller [19] obtained the same fact without
the hypothesis of non-flatness of the map. These results by Blokh-Lyubich and Keller can
also be obtained from Lemma 9 and Corollary 10, as shown in the Appendix.
Theorem 1. If f : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a S-unimodal map with critical point c ∈ (0, 1),
then there is an attractor A ⊂ [0, 1] such that ωf (x) = A for almost every x ∈ [0, 1]. In
particular, Leb(βf (A)) = 1. The attractor A is either a periodic orbit or a cycle of intervals
or a Cantor set and, in this last case, A = O+f (c).
4. Proof of the finiteness of the number of attractors
Lemma 11. Let g : [0, 1] \ Cg → [0, 1] be a C3 local diffeomorphism with Sg < 0 and
Cg ⊂ (0, 1) being a finite set. If ∃ I = (c0, c1) and p ∈ I such that c0, c1 ∈ Cg, I ∩ Cg = ∅,
and g|I is a contraction with attracting fixed-like point p, then
ωg(x) ⊂
⋃
c∈Cg\C±g (I)
O+g (c±) :=
⋃
c∈Cg\C−g (I)
O+g (c−) ∪
⋃
c∈Cg\C+g (I)
O+g (c+),
for almost all x ∈ [0, 1] \ (B0(g) ∪ B1(g)), where C±g (I) = {c ∈ Cg;O+g (c±) ∩ I 6= ∅}.
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Figure 2. Two examples of maps as in Lemma 11. For the map on the left p is
a fixed point and for the one on the right p is a fixed-like point
Proof. Given y ∈ [0, 1], let V (y) = {x ∈ [0, 1] \ (B0(g) ∪ B1(g)) ; y ∈ ωf (x)}.
Claim. If a ∈ C±g (I), then Leb(V (f j(a±))) = 0, ∀ j ≥ 0 s.t. gj(a±) /∈
⋃
c∈Cg\C±g (I)O+g (c±).
Proof of the Claim. We may assume that a ∈ C−g (I), the case a ∈ C+g (I) being analogous.
Let n = min{j ≥ 0 ; gj(a−) ∈ I} and let ε > 0 be so that gn|(a−ε,a) is a diffeomorphism
and gn((a− ε, a)) ⊂ I.
Suppose that ∃0 ≤ ` < n such that Leb(V (g`(a−))) > 0 and g`(a−) /∈
⋃
c∈Cg\C±g (I)O+g (c±).
As ωg(c±) = p, ∀ c ∈ C±g (I), b := f `(a−) is an isolated point of O+g (Vg). Let (q0, b) and
(b, q1) be the connected components of [0, 1] \ O+g (Vg) containing b in its boundary. We
may assume that g`((a−ε, a)) = (g`(a−ε), b), i.e., g`|(a−ε,a) preserves orientation (the case
of orientation reversing is analogous). In this case, V (b) ∩ (g`(a − ε), b) = ∅ and so, the
forward orbit of a point of V (b) accumulates on b only by the right side.
For each x ∈ V (b)∩(b, q1), let nx = min{i ≥ 1 ; gi(x) ∈ (b, q1)} and let Ix be the maximal
open interval satisfying the following three conditions: (1) x ∈ Ix ⊂ (b, q1), (2) gnx|Ix is a
diffeomorphism and (3) gnx(Ix) ⊂ (q0, q1).
Notice that gnx(Ix) is equal either to (q0, q1) or to (b, q1). Suppose for instance that
gnx(Ix) = (b, q1) and write Ix = (α, β). So, ∃ 0 ≤ i < nx and c ∈ Cf such that gi(α) = c
and gnx(α+) = b or g
i(β) = c and gnx(β−) = b. As b /∈
⋃
c∈Cg\C±g (I)O+g (c±), we get that
(1) either gi((α, β)) = (c, gi(β)), c ∈ C+g (I) and gnx((α, β)) = (gnx−i(c+), q1) = (b, q1)
(2) or gi((α, β)) = (gi(β), c), c ∈ C−g (I) and gnx((α, β)) = (gnx−i(c+), q1) = (b, q1).
In any case there exists δ > 0 such that (b, b+ δ) belongs to βg(p), the basin of attraction
of the fixed point p. This is a contradiction, as it implies that V (b) ⊂ βg(p). Therefore, we
have that gnx(Ix) = (q0, q1) for every x ∈ V (b) ∩ (b, q1).
Let (q0, q1)
∗ =
⋃
x∈V (b) Ix. As Ix∩Iy =⇒ Ix = Iy, ∀x, y ∈ V (b), define R : (q0, q1)∗ → N
by R|Ix ≡ nx ∀x ∈ V (b). Let G : (q0, q1)∗ → (q0, q1) be the induced map given by
F (x) = gR(x)(x). As b ∈ ωF (x) for every x ∈ V (b), it follows from Lemma 8 that ωg(x) ⊃
ωF (x) = [q0, q1] for almost every x ∈ [q0, q1] which is a contradiction, proving the claim. 
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It follows from the claim that{
q ∈
⋃
c∈C±g (I)
O+g (c±) ; Leb(V (q)) > 0
}
⊂
⋃
c∈Cg\C±g (I)
O+g (c±).
Thus, using Corollary 10, we get that
ωg(x) ⊂ O+f (Vf ) ∩
⋃
c∈Cg\C±g (I)
O+g (c±) ⊂
⋃
c∈Cg\C±g (I)
O+g (c±),
for almost every x ∈ B0(g) ∪ B1(g). 
We now begin to turn our attention to the parallax argument, as we have mentioned in
the introduction.
Given a C3 local diffeomorphism f : [0, 1] \ Cf → [0, 1], with Sf < 0, let us write
(Cf )− ∩ B0(f) := {c ∈ Cf ; (c− ε, c) ⊂ B0(f) for some ε > 0}
and
(Cf )+ ∩ B0(f) := {c ∈ Cf ; (c, c+ ε) ⊂ B0(f) for some ε > 0}.
Also write
(Cf )± \ B0(f) := Cf \ ((Cf )± ∩ B0(f)).
Corollary 12. If f : [0, 1] \ Cf → [0, 1] is a C3 local diffeomorphism with Sf < 0 and
Cf ⊂ (0, 1) being a finite set, then
ωf (x) ⊂
⋃
c∈(Cf )±\B0(f)
O+f (c±) :=
⋃
c∈(Cf )−\B0(f)
O+f (c−) ∪
⋃
c∈(Cf )+\B0(f)
O+f (c+),
for almost every x ∈ [0, 1] \ (B0(f) ∪ B1(f)).
Proof. For each left periodic-like attractor A, write A = {p, f(p−), · · · , fnA−1(p−)} =
O+f (p−)g , where the period of p, nA ≥ 1, is the smaller integer bigger than one such that
fnA(p−) = p−. Let I−A := (p0, p) be such that f
n|(p0,p) is monotonous and p0 < fnA(p0) < p.
Similarly, define I+A for each right periodic-like attractor A. If A is a left periodic-like
attractor but not a right one, then set IA = I
−
A . Also, set IA = I
+
A whenever A is a right
periodic-like attractor but not a left one. Finally, if A is both a left and right periodic-like
attractor, set
IA =
{
I−A ∪ {p} ∪ I+A if A ∩ Cf = ∅
I−A ∪ I+A if A ∩ Cf 6= ∅
.
Let C±f,A = {c ∈ Cf ; O+f (c±) ∩ βf (A) 6= ∅} and observe that c ∈ C±f,A ⇐⇒ ∃ ` ≥ 1 such
that f `(c±) ∈ VA, where VA := IA ∪ · · · ∪ fnA−1(IA).
Let {A1, · · · , As} be the set of all periodic-like attractors A such that C±f,A 6= ∅. Let
V = VA1 ∪ · · · ∪ VAs and g : [0, 1] \ Cg → [0, 1] be given by
g(x) =
{
f(x) if x /∈ V
fnAj (x) if x ∈ VAj
,
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where Cg = Cf ∪ ∂V . Noting that B0(f) = B0(g), B1(f) = B1(g), ωf (x) = ωg(x) ∀x /∈
B0(f) = B0(g) and that
C±g (V ) :=
s⋃
j=0
nAj−1⋃
i=0
C±g (f i(IAj)) =
s⋃
j=0
nAj−1⋃
i=0
C±f (f i(IAj)) =: C±f (V ),
it follows from Lemma 11 that
ωf (x) = ωg(x) ⊂
s⋂
j=0
nAj−1⋂
i=0
( ⋃
γ∈Cg\C±g (f i(IAj ))
O+g (γ±)
)
∗
=
⋃
γ∈Cg\C±g (V )
O+g (γ±) =
=
⋃
γ∈Cf\C±f (V )
O+f (γ±) ⊂
⋃
γ∈(Cf )±\B0(f)
O+f (γ−).
for almost every x ∈ [0, 1] \ (B0(f) ∪ B1(f)), where (∗) is true because C±g (f i(IAj)) ∩
C±g (fk(IA`)) = ∅ whenever (i, j) 6= (k, `).

By definition, if J is a wandering interval, then J ∩ Cf = ∅. Nevertheless, the border of
J , ∂J , may contain some c ∈ Cf . Let W−f be the set of points c ∈ Cf such that (a, c) is
a wandering interval for some a < c. Similarly, W+f is the set of points c ∈ Cf such that
(c, b) is a wandering interval for some b > c. If c ∈ W−f , define pc− as the infimum of all
0 < t < c such that (t, c) is a wandering interval and define Jc− = (pc− , c). Analogously,
we define pc+ and Jc+ when c ∈ W+f . The interval Jc± is called the exceptional wandering
interval associated to c±.
Example 13. Let f : [0, 1] \ {c} → [0, 1], 0 < c < 1, be a C3 contracting Lorenz map with
Sf < 0 such that Leb(f([v0, v1]\{c})) < |v0−v1|, where v0 = f(c+) and v1 = f(c−). In this
case, the map G := f |J\{c} is injective but not surjective, where J = [v0, v1]. Such a map G
is called a gap map and it is known that it has a well defined rotation number. If its rotation
number is irrational, then I0 := (G(v1), G(v0)) = (f(v1), f(v0)) is a wandering interval. In
this case, I = (a, v0) is a wandering interval for f , where a < v0 and f(a) = f(v1). Thus,
choose f so that G has an irrational rotation number and consider F : [0, 1]\{a, c} → [0, 1]
given by
F (x) =
{
f(x) if x > a
f(x)/f(a) if x < a
,
see Figure 3. The interval I is a wandering interval for F with the exceptional point a
belonging to the boundary of I.
For this, define
B(f) = B0(f) ∪ B1(f) ∪ B2(f),
where
B2(f) = {x ∈ [0, 1] \ O−f (Cf ) ; O+f (x) ∩ Jc± 6= ∅ for some c ∈ (Cf )±0 }
and
(Cf )±0 = {c ∈ W±f ; pc± ∈ O−f (Cf )}.
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Figure 3. The map F on the right is equal to f in (a, 1] and it has a
wandering interval I with ∂I ∩ CF 6= ∅.
Set (Cf )?± =
(
(Cf )± \ B0(f)
) \ (Cf )±0 . That is, (Cf )?− is the set of points c ∈ Cf such that
(c− ε, c) 6⊂ B0(f) ∀ ε > 0 and c ∈ W−f only if pc− /∈ O−f (Cf ). Similarly, (Cf )?+ is the set of
points c ∈ Cf such that (c, c+ ε) 6⊂ B0(f) ∀ ε > 0 and c ∈ W+f only if pc+ /∈ O−f (Cf ). Given
c ∈ (Cf )?±, define the shadow of c± as
c?± =
{
c if c /∈ W±f
pc± if c ∈ W±f
Given L and K ⊂ Cf , let
0f (L,K) = {x ∈ [0, 1] \ B(f) ; C−f (x) = L and C+f (x) = K},
where C±f (x) = {c ∈ (Cf )?± ; (c?±)± ∈ ωf (x)}, that is,
C−f (x) = {c ∈ (Cf )?− ; c?− ∈ (0, c?−) ∩ O+f (x) }
and
C+f (x) = {c ∈ (Cf )?+ ; c?+ ∈ (c?+, 1) ∩ O+f (x) }.
Lemma 14 (Parallax). Given L and K ⊂ Cf , we have that
ωf (x) =
(⋃
c∈L
O+f (c−)
)
∪
( ⋃
c∈K
O+f (c+)
)
,
for almost every x ∈ 0f (L,K).
Proof. As ωf (x) ⊃
(⋃
c∈LO+f (c−)
)∪(⋃c∈K O+f (c+)) for every x ∈ 0f (L,K), we only need
to show that the reverse inclusion is true for almost every x ∈ 0f (L,K).
Define
Bn =
( ⋃
c∈(Cf )±0
Jc±
)
∪
( ⋃
c∈(Cf )?−\L
(c?− − 1/n, c)
)
∪
( ⋃
c∈(Cf )?+\K
(c, c?+ + 1/n)
)
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and 0n = {x ∈ 0f (L,K) ; O+f (x) ∩Bn = ∅}.
Note that 0f (L,K) = ⋃
n≥n0
0n, ∀n0 ≥ 1.
Let n0 ≥ 1 so that Cf∩Bn0 = ∅ and n > n0 such that Leb(Un) > 0. For each c ∈ (Cf )?−\L
choose points c?− − 1/n < ac− < bc− < c?− such that ac− /∈ O−f (Cf ) and bc− ∈ O−f (Cf ). By
the maximality of Jc− , the interval (c
?
− − 1/n, c?−) is not wandering. Thus, it follows from
Lemma 1 that either #((c?− − 1/n, c?−) \ B0(f)) ≤ 1, or (c?− − 1/n, c?−) ∩ O−f (Cf ) 6= ∅.
The first situation is impossible. Indeed, note that either c > c?− = pc− /∈ O−f (Cf ) (because
c /∈ (Cf )−0 ) or c = c?−. In any case, ωf (c?−) = ωf (c−) and, as a consequence, c ∈ (Cf )−∩B0(f),
contradicting our hypothesis. So, we have (c?− − 1/n, c?−) ∩ O−f (Cf ) 6= ∅ and we are free to
choose bc− as above. After that, choose any ac− ∈ (c?−− 1/n, bc−). Analogously, choose, for
each c ∈ (Cf )?+\K, points c?+ < bc+ < ac+ < c?+ +1/n with ac+ /∈ O−f (Cf ) and bc+ ∈ O−f (Cf ).
For each c ∈ (Cf )± \ B0(f), let
qc− =
{
(c− pc−)/2 if c ∈ (Cf )−0
(c− bc−)/2 if (Cf )?− \ L
and
qc+ =
{
(pc+ − c)/2 if c ∈ (Cf )+0
(bc+ − c)/2 if (Cf )?+ \K
.
Consider g : [0, 1] \ Cg → [0, 1] given by
g(x) =

f(x) if x /∈ Bn
qc± + σ(f(x)− f(qc±)) if x ∈ Jc± for some c ∈ (Cf )±0
qc− + σ(f(x)− f(qc−)) if x ∈ (bc− , c) for some c ∈ (Cf )?− \ L
qc+ + σ(f(x)− f(qc+)) if x ∈ (c, bc+) for some c ∈ (Cf )?+ \K
,
where σ = (2 sup |f ′|)−1 and
Cg = Cf ∪ {pc± ; c ∈ (Cf )±0 } ∪ {bc− ; c ∈ (Cf )?− \ L} ∪ {bc+ ; c ∈ (Cf )?+ \K}.
Note that B0(g) ⊃ (B0(f) ∪ Bn). As f(x) = g(x) for all x /∈ Bn, we have that f j(x) =
gj(x) ∀x ∈ 0n and ∀ j ≥ 0. Thus, it follow from Corollary 12 that
ωf (x) = ωg(x) ⊂
⋃
c∈(Cg)±\B0(g)
O+g (c±),
for almost every x ∈ [0, 1] \ (B0(g) ∪ B1(g)) ⊃ 0n.
Note that c± and (pc±)∓ ∈ B0(g) for every (Cf )±0 , c− and (bc−)+ ∈ B0(g) for every
c ∈ (Cf )?− \ L and also, c+ and (bc+)− ∈ B0(g) for every c ∈ (Cf )?− \K. Thus, writing
L˜ = {pc− ; c ∈ (Cf )−0 and (pc−)− /∈ B0(g)} ∪ {bc− ; c ∈ (Cf )?− \ L and (bc−)− /∈ B0(g)}
and
K˜ = {pc+ ; c ∈ (Cf )+0 and (pc+)+ /∈ B0(g)} ∪ {bc+ ; c ∈ (Cf )?+ \K and (bc+)+ /∈ B0(g)},
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we have
(Cg)− \ B0(g) = L ∪ L˜ and (Cg)+ \ B0(g) = K ∪ K˜.
Furthermore,
c ∈ Cf =⇒
{
c ∈ L or c− ∈ B0(g)
c ∈ K or c+ ∈ B0(g)
,
η ∈ L˜ =⇒ O+g (η−) ⊂ {η, f(η), · · · , fnη−1(η)} ∪
(⋃
c∈L
O+f (c−) ∪
⋃
c∈K
O+f (c+)
)
and
η ∈ K˜ =⇒ O+g (η+) ⊂ {η, f(η), · · · , fnη−1(η)} ∪
(⋃
c∈L
O+f (c−) ∪
⋃
c∈K
O+f (c+)
)
,
where nη = min{j ≥ 0 ; η ∈ f−j(Cf )}.
Given γ ∈ [0, 1] and j ≥ 0, let
0n(j, γ−) = {x ∈ Bn ; γ ∈ O+f (x) ∩ f j((γ − ε, γ)) ∀ ε > 0}
and
0n(j, γ+) = {x ∈ Bn ; γ ∈ O+f (x) ∩ f j((γ, γ + ε)) ∀ ε > 0}.
As O+g (c−) = O+f (c−) for every c ∈ L and O+g (c+) = O+f (c+) for every c ∈ K, the proof
of the lemma follows from the claim below.
Claim. If γ ∈ L˜ and Leb (0n(`, γ−)) > 0 for some ` ≥ 0, then
f `(γ−) ∈
⋃
c∈L
O+f (c−) ∪
⋃
c∈K
O+f (c+).
Similarly, f `(γ+) ∈
⋃
c∈LO+f (c−) ∪
⋃
c∈K O+f (c+), whenever γ ∈ K˜, Leb
(0n(`, γ+)) > 0
and ` ≥ 0.
Suppose that γ ∈ L˜ and Leb (0n(`, γ−)) > 0 for some ` ≥ 0, the case when γ ∈ K˜ is
analogous. Let nγ = min{j ≥ 0 ; γ ∈ f−j(Cf )} and δγ > 0 small such that fnγ |(γ−δγ ,γ) is a
diffeomorphism. Note that gj(γ−) = f j(γ) for 0 ≤ j ≤ nγ.
Firstly let us assume that 0 ≤ ` ≤ nγ and set p := f `(γ) = g`(γ−).
Suppose by contradiction that p /∈ ⋃c∈LO+f (c−) ∪ ⋃c∈K O+f (c+). As O+f (a−) = O+g (a−)
and O+f (b+) = O+g (b+) for every a ∈ L and b ∈ K, we get
p /∈
⋃
c∈L
O+g (c−) ∪
⋃
c∈K
O+g (c+). (3)
Let (α′, β′) be the connected component of [0, 1] \ (⋃c∈LO+g (c−) ∪ ⋃c∈K O+g (c+) )
containing p.
Note that p /∈ A, where
A =
⋃
c∈L˜
{gj(ac−) ; 0 ≤ j ≤ m} ∪
⋃
c∈K˜
{gj(ac+) ; 0 ≤ j ≤ m}
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and m = max{nη ; η ∈ L˜ ∪ K˜}. Indeed, if A 3 gj(ac±) = p, then ac± /∈ B0(g) and so
gi(ac±) = f
i(ac±) ∀ i ≥ 0. So, ac± /∈ O−f (Cf ) 3 p, which is a contradiction. Therefore, let
(α′′, β′′) be the connected component of [0, 1] \ A containing p.
Let us assume that f `|(γ−δγ ,γ) preserves orientation, the other case is analogous. Thus,
Leb(0n(`, γ−) ∩ (α, p)) > 0 and p ∈ O+f (x) ∩ [0, p) for every x ∈ 0n(`, γ−). As a conse-
quence, p− cannot be an attracting period-like point and
α′′′ = max
{
[0, p) ∩
⋃
c∈(Cg)±∩B0(g)
O+g (c±)
}
is well defined.
If p+ is not an attracting periodic-like point, then define
β′′′ = min
{
{1} ∪ (p, 1) ∩
⋃
c∈(Cg)±∩B0(g)
O+g (c±)
}
. (4)
Otherwise, i.e., if p+ is an attracting periodic point, let t0 be the period of p+. As p− does
not belong to the orbit of p+, let β0 > p be such that g
t|(p,β0) is an orientation preserving
diffeomorphism, gt((p, β0)) = (p, g
t((β0)−)) ⊂ (p, β0) and gj((p, β0)) ∩ (α′′′, β0) = ∅ for
every 1 ≤ j < t0. For each c ∈ C±g ((p, β0)), set s(c±) = min{j ≥ 0 ; f j(c±) ∈ (p, β0)} and
define
β′′′ = min{gs(c±)(c±) ; c ∈ C±f ((p, β0))}. (5)
Set
I = (α, β) = (α′, β′) ∩ (α′′, β′′) ∩ (α′′′, β′′′).
By construction, we get that
O+g (c±) ∩ (α, p) = ∅ for every c ∈ Cg (6)
and also that
O+g (α) ∩ (α, p) = ∅ = O+g (β) ∩ (α, β). (7)
For each x ∈ 0n(`, γ−) ∩ (α, p), let R(x) = min{i ≥ 1 ; gi(x) ∈ (α, p)} and let Ix be the
maximal open interval satisfying the following three conditions: (i) x ∈ Ix ⊂ (α, p), (ii)
gR(x)|Ix is a diffeomorphism and (iii) gR(x)(Ix) ⊂ (α, β).
Subclaim. gR(x)(Ix) = (α, β), ∀x ∈ 0n(`, γ−) ∩ (α, p).
Proof of the subclaim. Suppose for instance that gR(x)(Ix) $ (α, β) and write (a, b) = Ix.
So, ∃ 0 ≤ i < R(x) and c ∈ Cg such that gi(a) = c and gR(x)(a+) ∈ (α, β) or gi(b) = c and
gR(x)(b−) ∈ (α, β).
It follows from (6), (7) and from gR(x)(x) ∈ (α, p) that
(I) either gR(x)(a+) = α, g
i(b−) = c for some 0 ≤ i < R(x) and gR(x)(b−) ∈ [p, β)
(II) or gR(x)(b−) = α, gi(a+) = c for some 0 ≤ i < R(x) and gR(x)(a+) ∈ [p, β).
We may assume (I), i.e., that gR(x)(a+) = α, g
i(b−) = c for some 0 ≤ i < R(x) and
gR(x)(b−) ∈ [p, β), the proof of (II) is analogous. That being so, either gi(a+) < gi(b−) = c
or gi(a+) > g
i(b−) = c. Assume that gi(a+) < gi(b−) = c, the second case is analogous.
If c ∈ (Cf )− \ B0(f) = L ∪ L˜, then gR(x)(b−) = gR(x)−i(c−) ∈ A ∪
⋃
c∈LO+g (c−) ∪⋃
c∈K O+g (c+), contradicting that (α, β) ∩
(
A ∪⋃c∈LO+g (c−) ∪ ⋃c∈K O+g (c+)) = ∅.
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Thus, we may suppose that c ∈ (Cf )− ∩ B0(f). In this case, there is r > 0 such that
(c− r, c) ⊂ B0(g) and this implies that
gR(x)(b−) = gR(x)−i(c−) 6= p, (8)
otherwise (gR(x)−i(c− r), p) ⊂ B0(g), contradicting that Leb(0n(`, γ−)) > 0.
If p+ is not an attracting periodic-like point, then it follows from (4) and (8) that
gR(x)(b−) = gR(x)−i(c−) /∈ [p, β′′′) ⊃ [p, β), contradicting (I). Thus, we may assume that p+
is an attracting periodic-like point.
In this case, β = β′′′ ≤ β0. Suppose for instance that gk(c−) ∈ [p, β′′′) for some 0 ≤ k <
R(x)− i. As i+ k < R(x), we get that gi+k(x) /∈ (α, β). So, either
gi+k(a−) < gi+k(x) ≤ α < p ≤ gk(c−) < β = β′′′ ≤ β0 (9)
or
p ≤ gk(c−) < β = β′′′ ≤ β0 < gi+k(x) < gi+k(a−). (10)
As (9) implies that gR(x)−(i+k)(α) ∈ (α, β), it follows from (7) that gR(x)−(i+k)(α) ∈ [p, β)
and so, gR(x)−(i+k)((α, p)) ⊂ (p, β) ⊂ (p, β0). In particular, 0n(`, γ−)∩ (α, p) ⊂ B0(g) which
is a contradiction. Thus, we may assume (10).
Therefore, R(x)− (i+k) = jt0 for some j ≥ 1 and gR(x)−(i+k)|(p,gi+k(a−)) is an orientation
preserving diffeomorphism, see definition of t0, β0 and s(c−) in the paragraph above (5).
But this is a contradiction, as
gR(x)−(i+k)(gi+k(a−)) = α < gR(x)(x) = gR(x)−(i+k)(gi+k(x)).
So, we conclude that gk(c−) /∈ [p, β′′′) for every 0 ≤ k < R(x) − i. This implies that
s(c−) = R(x)− i and as a consequence, gR(x)(b−) = gR(x)−i(c−) > β, contradicting (I). 
Let U :=
⋃
x∈(α,p)∩0n(`,γ−) Ix. As Ix ∩ Iy 6= ∅ =⇒ Ix = Iy, ∀x, y ∈ (α, p) ∩ 0n(`, γ−),
the application R : U → N given by R|Ix ≡ R(x) ∀x ∈ (α, p) ∩ 0n(`, γ−) is well defined.
Let G : U → (α, β) be the induced map given by G(x) = gR(x)(x). As p ∈ ωG(x) for every
x ∈ (α, p) ∩ 0n(`, γ−), it follows from Lemma 8 that ωg(x) ⊃ ωG(x) = [α, β] for almost
every x ∈ (α, β). As ωf (x) = ωg(x) for every x ∈ 0n(`, γ−), we get that almost every point
x ∈ (α, p) ∩ 0n(`, γ−) is contained in B1(f), contradicting the definition of 0n(`, γ−).

Theorem 2. For almost every point x ∈ [0, 1] \ (B0(f) ∪ B1(f)) we have that
ωf (x) =
⋃
(c?±)± ∈ ωf (x)
c ∈ (Cf )?±
O+f ((c?±)±). (11)
Proof. It follows from the Parallax Lemma 14 that (11) is true for almost every x ∈
[0, 1]\(B0(f)∪B1(f)∪B2(f)). Thus, we need only to check that (11) is also true for almost
every x ∈ B2(f).
Recall that x ∈ B2(f) means that f j0(x) ∈ Jc± for some j0 ≥ 0 and an exceptional
wandering interval Jc± = (p−, c) or (c, p+), where c ∈ Cf . As there are at most 2#Cf ex-
ceptional wandering intervals, nx = min{n ≥ 1 ; , fnx(x) /∈ B2(f)} is well define. Moreover,
fnx(x) ∈ [0, 1]\(B0(f)∪B1(f)∪B2(f)), because fnx(x) ∈ fnx−j0(Jc±) and fnx−j0(Jc±) still is
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Figure 4. The map g (on the right side) is equal to f outside the interval
[q, c], it has p ∈ (q, c) as a fixed point and Cf ∪ {q} as its exceptional set.
a wandering interval and so, it cannot intersect B0(f) or B1(f). As ωf (x) = ωf (fnx(x)) and
Leb ◦f−1  Leb, it follows from Lemma 14 that (11) is true for almost every x ∈ B2(f). 
Corollary 15. If f : [0, 1] \ Cf → [0, 1] is a C3 local diffeomorphism with negative Schwar-
zian derivative, with f({0, 1}) ⊂ {0, 1} and Cf ⊂ (0, 1) finite, then ωf (x) ∩ Cf 6= ∅ for
almost every x ∈ [0, 1] \ B0(f).
Proof. By Lemma 2, Interior(ωf (x))∩Cf 6= ∅ for every x ∈ B1(f) and so, ωf (x)∩Cf 6= ∅ for
every x ∈ B1(f). It follows from Theorem 2 that, for almost every x ∈ [0, 1]\(B0(f)∪B1(f)),
∃c ∈ Cf depending on x such that c?± ∈ ωf (x). If c∗± = c, we are done. Otherwise,
c∗± = pc± and J = (pc− , c) or (c, pc+) is a wandering interval. As, ωf (x) 3 c?± = pc± ,
we get ωf (x) ⊃ ωf (J). So, the proof is concluded if we show that ωf (J) ∩ Cf 6= ∅. To
prove that ωf (J) ∩ Cf 6= ∅, suppose by contradiction that ∃ε > 0 and n0 ≥ 1 such that
fn(J)∩Bε(Cf ) = ∅ for every n ≥ n0, where Bε(Cf ) =
⋃
c∈Cf (c−ε, c+ε). Thus, consider any
non-flat C2 map such that g(x) = f(x) for every x ∈ [0, 1] \Bε(Cf ). Note that I = fn0(J)
is a wandering interval for f . As f j|I = gj|I for every j ≥ 0, I is also a wandering interval
for g, contradicting the fact that C2 non-flat maps don’t admit wandering intervals (see
Theorem A, chapter IV in [28]). 
Proof of Theorem A. Using Singer’s Theorem (see [28]), we can conclude that the basin of
attraction of each periodic-like attractor contains at least a “lateral neighborhood of critical
point”, that is, there is ε > 0 and c ∈ Cf such that (c, c+ε) ⊂ βf (Aj), i.e., c ∈ (Cf )−∩B0(f),
or (c− ε, c) ⊂ βf (Aj), i.e., c ∈ (Cf )+ ∩ B0(f). Each cycle of intervals contains at least one
critical point in its interior (Lemma 2, Section 2). So, let C1 be the set of all critical point
contained in the interior of a cycle of interval. Of course that
(
(Cf )±∩B0(f)
)∩C1 = ∅ and
so, there exist at most #Cf cycles of intervals and 2(#Cf −#C1) periodic-like attractors.
On the other hand, if x ∈ [0, 1] \ (B0(f) ∪ B1(f)), we have that (c?±)± = c± /∈ ωf (x)
∀ c ∈ (Cf )± ∩ B0(f). Therefore, it follows from the Theorem 2 that for almost every x ∈
[0, 1]\(B0(f)∪B1(f)) there is some Lx ⊂ Cf \((Cf )−∩B0(f)) and Kx ⊂ Cf \((Cf )+∩B0(f))
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such that
ωf (x) =
( ⋃
c∈Lx
O+f (c−)
)
∪
( ⋃
c∈Kx
O+f (c+)
)
,
The number of possible pairs (Lx, Kx) is at most 2
a+b−1, where a = #(Cf \((Cf )−∩B0(f))
and b = #(Cf \ ((Cf )+ ∩ B0(f)). Thus, 2a+b − 1 ≤ 22#Cf−N − 1, where N is the number of
periodic-like attractors.
Given L ⊂ Cf \ ((Cf )− ∩ B0(f)) ∪ C1) and K ⊂ Cf \ ((Cf )+ ∩ B0(f)) ∪ C1), let
AL,K :=
( ⋃
c∈Lx
O+f (c−)
)
∪
( ⋃
c∈Kx
O+f (c+)
)
and let {A1, · · · , As} = {AL,K ; Leb({x ; ωf (x) = AL,K}) > 0}. Thus, s ≤ 22#Cf−N − 1.
Letting {As+1, · · · , As+N} be the periodic-like attractors of f and {As+N+1, · · · , As+N+M}
being the set of all cycle of intervals I1∪· · ·∪It such that Leb({x ; ωf (x) = I1∪· · ·∪It}) > 0,
we get that M ≤ #C1 and that
n ≤ N +M + 22#Cf−N − 1 ≤ #Cf + 22#Cf − 1 < +∞ (12)
and
Leb(βf (A1)) + · · ·+ Leb(βf (An)) = 1.
Moreover, ωf (x) = Aj for almost every x ∈ βf (Aj) and every 1 ≤ j ≤ n. 
5. Contracting Lorenz maps
In the previous section we have obtained an upper bound for the number of attractors for
maps of the interval based on the number of their critical points. Applying inequality (12)
to a contracting Lorenz map, we get that the number of attractors is at most 24 = 16. In
this section we refine our method in the specific case of contracting Lorenz maps, proving
Theorem B, where we state that this number is one, for maps that do not display attracting
periodic orbits.
Contracting Lorenz maps, that comes from dynamics of three dimensional flows, is an
emblematic case, as it is the simplest case of maps of the interval presenting a critical point
that is also a discontinuity.
In this section we shall deal with orientation preserving maps of the interval. We say that
f : [0, 1]\{c} → [0, 1], c ∈ (0, 1), is an orientation preserving map if for every x ∈ [0, 1]\{c}
there is ε > 0 such that f(a) < f(b) ∀ a, b ∈ (x− ε, x+ ε) ∩ [0, 1] \ {c} with a < b. If f is
a local diffeomorphism, this condition is equivalent to f ′(x) > 0 for all x ∈ [0, 1] \ {c}.
Lemma 16. Let f : [0, 1] \ {c} → [0, 1] be an orientation preserving local homeomorphism
and J = (a, b) be a nice interval containing c. Let F : J∗ → J be the first return map
to J , where J∗ = J ∩⋃j≥1 f−j(J). If I is a connected component of J∗ ∩ (a, c) such that
F (I) 6= J , then c ∈ ∂I and F (I) = (a, F (c−)). Analogously, if I is a connected component
of J∗ ∩ (c, b) such that F (I) 6= J , then c ∈ ∂I and F (I) = (F (c+), b).
Proof. Let I = (t, s) be a connected component of J∗ ∩ (a, c), the case when I is contained
in (c, b) is analogous. Let n ≥ 1 be such that F |I = fn|I and let T = (t, s′) with s ≤ s′ be
the maximal interval such that fn|T is a homeomorphism and that F n(T ) ⊂ J . If s < s′,
then there is some 1 ≤ ` < n such that f `(T ) ∩ J 6= ∅. As f `(I) ∩ J = ∅, since n is the
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first return time to J points in I, we get J 6⊃ f `(T ). As c /∈ f `(T ), because fn|T is a
diffeomorphism, and as f is orientation preserving, we get f `(t) < f `(s) < a < f `(s′). But
this implies that fn−`(a) ∈ (a, b), contradicting our assumption. So, s = s′ and T = I.
Now, suppose that F (I) 6= J . By the maximality of T there is some 0 ≤ ` < n such
that c ∈ f `(∂T ). As f j(I) ∩ J = ∅ ∀ 1 ≤ j < n, we get c ∈ ∂I, i.e., I = T = (t, c)
and so, F (I) = (F (t+), F (c−)), F (t+) := limε↓0 F (t + ε). Furthermore, as t 6= c and as
f j(I) ∩ (a, b) = ∅ ∀ 0 ≤ j < n, it follows that f j(t) 6= c ∀0 ≤ j < n. So,
F (I) = (fn(t), F (c−)) (13)
We claim that fn(t) = a. Indeed, as fn(t) is well defined, f is orientation preserving
and fn((t, c)) ⊂ (a, b), we get a ≤ fn(t) < b. Thus, if fn(t) 6= a, then a < fn(t) < b. By
continuity, there is ε > 0 such that fn|(t−ε,c) is a diffeomorphism, f j((t− ε, c)) ∩ (a, b) = ∅
∀0 < j < n and fn((t − ε, c)) ⊂ (a, b), which contradicts the fact that I is a connected
component of J∗.
Thus, as F (I) = (a, F (c−)), the proof of the lemma follows from (13).

Lemma 17. Let f : [0, 1]\{c} → [0, 1] be an orientation preserving local homeomorphism.
If J = (a, b) is a nice interval containing c, then either #{j ≥ 0 ; f j(x) ∈ (a, c)} < ∞
∀x ∈ (a, c) or ∃J ′ = (a′, b) such that c ∈ J ′ ⊂ J , O+f (a′) ∩ (a′, b) = ∅ and a′ ∈ Per(f).
Similarly, either #{j ≥ 0 ; f j(x) ∈ (c, b)} < ∞ ∀ x ∈ (c, b) or ∃J ′ = (a, b′) such that
c ∈ J ′ ⊂ J , O+f (b′) ∩ (a, b′) = ∅ and b′ ∈ Per(f).
Proof. If a ∈ Per(f) there is nothing to prove. Thus, we may assume that a /∈ Per(f).
Suppose ∃x0 ∈ (a, c) such that #{j ≥ 0 ; f j(x0) ∈ (a, c)} =∞. Let F : J∗ → J be the
first return map to J , where J∗ = J ∩⋃j≥1 f−j(J).
Claim. Fix(F ) ∩ (a, c) 6= ∅.
Proof of the claim. Firstly note that a ∈ ∂J does not belong to the boundary of any
connected component of J∗. Indeed, if I = (a, p) is a connected component of J∗, then by
Lemma 16, F (a+) = a+. Let n be such that F |I = fn|I . As O+f (a) ∩ (a, b) = ∅, we have
that a /∈ O−f (c). So, F (a+) = a+ implies that fn(a) = a, contradicting our assumption.
First assume that J∗ ∩ (a, c) has more than one connected component. In this case,
let I = (p, q) be a connected component of J∗ such that q < c. Then, by Lemma 16,
F (I) = J ⊃ I. This implies that either F has a fixed point y ∈ I proving the claim or
that p = a and F (a+) = a+. As we have seen before, F (a+) = a+ implies that f
n(a) = a,
where F |I = fn|I , contradicting our assumption.
Now, suppose that J∗ ∩ (a, c) has only one connected component. Let I = (p, q) be this
single connected component and let n ≥ 1 be such that F |I = fn|I . We may suppose that
F |I does not have a fixed point. As F (I) = (a, F (c−)), by Lemma 16, and as F (x) 6= x
∀x ∈ I, we get F (x) < x, ∀x ∈ I. Because I = J∗∩(a, c) and #{j ≥ 0 ; f j(x0) ∈ (a, c)} =
∞, we get
a < p < · · · < F n(x0) < F n−1(x0) < · · · < F (x0) < x0 < c.
So, a′ := limn F n(x0) belongs to [p, x0] ⊂ (a, c) and F (a′) = a′. 
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To finish the proof of the lemma, let a′ ∈ Fix(F ) ∩ [a, c) and let n be the period of a′
with respect to f . As F (a′) = fn(a′) = a′ and F is the first return map to (a, b), we get
{f(q), · · · , fn−1(a′)} ∩ (a, b) = ∅. Thus, O+f (a′) ∩ (a′, b) = ∅, proving the lemma.

Lemma 18. Let f : [0, 1] \ {c} → [0, 1] be an orientation preserving local homeomorphism
and let (a, b) be an interval with c ∈ (a, b). If O+f (a) ∩ (a, b) = ∅, a ∈ Per(f), c− does not
belong to the basin of a periodic-like attractor, c ∈ O+f (c−) ∩ (0, c) and O+f (c−)∩ (c, b) = ∅,
then there exist an open set U ⊂ (a, c) and a continuous map R : U → N such that
(1) U ⊃ {x ∈ (a, c) ; O+f (f j(x)) ∩ (a, b) 6= ∅ ∀ j > 0};
(2) F : U → (a, b) given by F (x) = fR(x)(x) is a local homeomorphism;
(3) F (I) = (a, b) for every connected component I of U .
Similarly, if O+f (b) ∩ (a, b) = ∅, b ∈ Per(f), c+ does not belong to the basin of a periodic-
like attractor, c ∈ O+f (c+) ∩ (0, c) and O+f (c+) ∩ (c, b) = ∅, then there exist an open set
U ⊂ (c, b) and a continuous map R : U → N such that
(1) U ⊃ {x ∈ (c, b) ; O+f (f j(x)) ∩ (a, b) 6= ∅ ∀ j > 0};
(2) F : U → (a, b) given by F (x) = fR(x)(x) is a local homeomorphism;
(3) F (I) = (a, b) for every connected component I of U .
Proof. Our purpose in this lemma is to construct an induced map F : U → (a, b), with
U ⊂ (a, c) or U ⊂ (c, b) such that F (I) = (a, b) for every connected component I of
U . The map F will not be the restriction of the first return map to (a, b) and it will be
constructed inductively. For this, suppose that a ∈ Per(f), c− does not belong to the basin
of a periodic-like attractor, c ∈ O+f (c−) ∩ (0, c) and O+f (c−) ∩ (c, b) = ∅ (the other case
concerning c+ is analogous).
Let r : U → N be the first return time to (a, b), i.e., r(x) = min{j ≥ 1 ; f j(x) ∈ (a, b)},
where U is the set of points x ∈ (a, b) \ {c} such that fn(x) ∈ (a, b) for some n ∈ N. Let
F : U → (a, b) be the first return map to (a, b), that is, F(x) = f r(x).
Let U0 = U ∩ (a, c) and P0 be the collection of connected components of U0. As a ∈
Per(f) and O+f (c−) ∩ (a, c) 6= ∅, there are Ia, I0 ∈ P0 such that a ∈ ∂Ia and c ∈ ∂I0.
Write Ia = (a, α) and I0 = (t0, c). Note that F(I) = (a, b) ∀I ∈ P0 \ {I0} and, as f
preserves orientation, F(I0) = (a, f r(I0)(c−)) ⊂ (a, c). Furthermore, I0 6= Ia. Otherwise
I0 = (a, c) and, as F(I0) ⊂ (a, c), this will imply the existence of a periodic-like attractor,
contradicting our hypothesis. Set R0 = r|(a,c) and F0 = F|U0 .
We now construct a sequence Fn : Un → (a, b) of f -induced maps defined on open sets
Un ⊂ (a, c), with induced time Rn, i.e., Fn(x) = fRn(x)(x). The collection of connected
components of Un will be denoted by Pn, n ∈ N. For each n ≥ 0 there will be an element of
Pn, denoted by In, such that c ∈ ∂In. This sequence will satisfy the following properties:
(1) Ia ∈ Pn ∀n;
(2) Fn(I) = (a, b) ∀ I ∈ Pn \ {In} ∀n;
(3) Fn(In) =
(
a, fRn(In)(c−)
) ⊂ (a, c) ∀n;
(4) R0(I0) < R1(I1) < R2(I2) < · · · ;
(5) a < t0 < t1 < t2 < t3 < · · · , where (tn, c) = In ∀n;
(6) Un+1 ∩ (a, tn) = Un ∩ (a, tn) ∀n;
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Figure 5. In this picture, F0 is the restriction to the interval (a, c) of the
first return map to (a, b) and F1 is the first step in the inductive construction
in the proof of Lemma 18.
(7) Fn+1|(a,tn)∩Un+1 = Fn|(a,tn)∩Un ∀n;
(8) Un ⊃ {x ∈ (a, c) ; O+f (f j(x)) ∩ (a, b) 6= ∅ ∀ j > 0} ∀n.
Let `0 = 1 + max{j ≥ 1 ; F j(I0) ⊂ Ia}. As c ∈ Re(O+f (c−)) ∩ (a, c), `0 is the first return
time with respect to F0 of “c−” to (α, c). Let R1(x) = R0(x) if x ∈ (a, t0) ∩ U0 and R1(x)
=
∑`0
j=0R0
(
F j0 (x)
)
for x ∈ (t0, c)∩ F−`00 (U0). Set U1 =
(
U0 ∩ (a, t0)
)∪ ((t0, c)∩ F−`00 (U0))
and let F1 : U1 → (a, b) be given by F1(x) = fR1(x).
Let P1 be the collection of connected components of U1. Let I1 = (F `00 |I0)−1(I), where
I is the element of P0 containing F `00 (c−). By construction, I0 % I1 ∈ P1, c ∈ ∂I1 and
R1(I1) = R0(I0) + (`0 − 1)r(Ia) + R0(F `00 (c−)) ≥ R0(I0) + 1. As U1 ⊃ F−`00 (U0), we
get U1 ⊃ {x ∈ (a, c) ; O+f (f j(x)) ∩ (a, b) 6= ∅ ∀ j > 0}. Define F1 : U1 → (a, b) by
F1(x) = f
R1(x)(x) (see Figure 5).
Inductively, suppose that Fn−1 : Un−1 → (a, b) is already defined. Let `n−1 = 1+max{j ≥
1 ; F jn−1(In) ⊂ Ia}, i.e., `n−1 is the first return time with respect to Fn−1 of “c−” to (α, c).
Let Rn(x) = Rn−1(x) if x ∈ (a, tn−1) ∩ Un−1 and Rn(x) =
∑`n−1
j=0 Rn−1
(
(Fn−1)j(x)
)
for x ∈
(tn−1, c)∩ (Fn−1)−`n−1(Un−1). Set Un =
(
Un−1 ∩ (a, tn−1)
)∪ ((tn−1, c)∩ (Fn−1)−`n−1(Un−1)).
Let Fn : Un → (a, b) be given by Fn(x) = fRn(x), Pn be the collection of connected com-
ponents of Un and In = ((Fn−1)`n−1 |In−1)−1(I), where I is the element of Pn−1 containing
(Fn−1)`n−1(c−). By construction, In−1 % In ∈ Pn, c ∈ ∂In and Rn(In) = Rn−1(In−1) +
(`n−1 − 1)r(Ia) + Rn−1((Fn−1)`n−1(c−)) ≥ Rn−1(In−1) + 1. As Un ⊃ (Fn−1)−`n−1(Un−1), we
get Un ⊃ {x ∈ (a, c) ; O+f (f j(x)) ∩ (a, b) 6= ∅ ∀ j > 0}.
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Claim 3. tn → c.
Proof. Otherwise f j|(t∞,c) will be a homeomorphism for all j ∈ N, where t∞ = limn tn
(because Fk is monotone on (t∞, c) ∀ k ≥ 1 and Rk((t∞, c)) = Rk(Ik) → ∞). That
is, (t∞, c) is a homterval. It follows from the homterval lemma (Lemma 1) that (t∞, c)
is either a wandering interval or (t∞, c) ⊂ B0 ∪ O−f (Per(f)). As (t∞, c) can not be a
wandering interval, because c ∈ O+f (c−) ∩ (0, c), we get (t∞, c) ⊂ B0 ∪ O−f (Per(f)). As
c ∈ O+f (c−) ∩ (0, c) and (t∞, c) ⊂ B0 ∪ O−f (Per(f)), it follows that c− is an attracting
periodic-like point, which contradicts that c− does not belong to the basin of a periodic-
like attractor. 
To finish the proof, set t−1 = a, U =
⋃
n≥0 Un ∩ (tn−1, tn) and F : U → (a, c) by
F |Un∩(tn−1,tn) = Fn|Un∩(tn−1,tn) for n ≥ 0.

Lemma 19. Let f : [0, 1] \ {c} → [0, 1] be a C3 contracting Lorenz map with negative
Schwarzian derivative and without attracting periodic-like orbits. Suppose that c is not
in the boundary of a wandering interval. If ∃ a < c such that c ∈ ωf (x) for all x ∈
(a, c) \ O−f (c), then ∃b > c such that c− ∈ ωf (x) and c+ ∈ ωf (x) for all x ∈ (a, b) \ O−f (c).
Similarly, if ∃ b > c such that c ∈ ωf (x) for every x ∈ (c, b) \O−f (c), then ∃a < c such that
c− ∈ ωf (x) and c+ ∈ ωf (x) ∀x ∈ (a, b) \ O−f (c).
Proof. Suppose that c ∈ ωf (x) for all x ∈ (a, c) \ O−f (c). It follows from the homterval
lemma that there is some n ≥ 1 such that c ∈ fn((a, c)) and that fn|(a,c) is a diffeomor-
phism. Therefore, c ∈ ωf (x) for every x ∈ fn((a, c))\O−f (c). Let I = (a˜, b˜) be the maximal
open interval such that
c ∈ ωf (x) for every x ∈ I \ O−f (c). (14)
Let t0, t1 ≥ 0 be the smallest integers such that f t0((a˜, c)) ∩ I and f t1((c, b˜)) ∩ I 6=
∅ (because of (14), these numbers are well defined). Furthermore, it follows from the
maximality that I is a nice interval and f t0((a˜, c)) ⊂ I ⊃ f t1((c, b˜)). As f is an orientation
preserving map, I = (a˜, b˜) is a nice interval and f does not admit attracting periodic-like
orbits, we get f t0(a˜) = a˜ < c < f t0(c−) < b˜, a˜ < f t1(c+) < c < b˜ = f t1 (˜b) and that both
F0 := f
t0|(a˜,c) and F1 := f t1 |(c,˜b) are diffeomorphisms. Thus, the first return map to [a˜, b˜],
F : [a˜, b˜] \ {c} → [a˜, b˜], is given by
F (x) =
{
F0(x) if x < c
F1(x) if x > c
and it is conjugated to a contracting Lorenz map.
Suppose that exists x ∈ (a˜, b˜) such that c+ /∈ ωf (x) ⊂ ωF (x). Note that O+F (x)∩ (a˜, c) 6=
∅ 6= O+F (x) ∩ (c, b˜), because F |(a˜,c) is strictly increasing, F |(c,˜b) is strictly decreasing and
limε↓0 F (c + ε) < c < limε↓0 F (c − ε). Thus, letting β = min(ωF (x) ∩ (c, b˜)), we get
that c < β < b˜. As (c, β) cannot be a wandering interval, it follows from the homterval
Lemma that ∃ j ≥ 1 such that F j|(c,β) is a diffeomorphism and c ∈ f j((c, β)). As F
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preserves the orientation, F j(c+) < c < F
j(β). This implies by the definition of β that
F j(c+) < c < β ≤ F j(β) < b˜. Thus, F j has fixed point p ∈ (c, β]. So, c /∈ ωf (p) ∈ I,
contradicting the definition of I.
The proof when ∃ b < c such that c ∈ ωf (x) ∀x ∈ (c, b) \O−f (c) is completely analogous.

Contracting Lorenz maps without periodic attractors. To prove Theorem B we shall con-
sider two main cases: maps with or without periodic-like attractors. Firstly, we will prove
the uniqueness of attractors for maps without periodic-like attractor (Corollary 22). There-
after, we study maps with periodic-like attractors, showing that we get one or, at most,
two attractors.
Lemma 20 (Maps with c in the boundary of a wandering interval). Let f : [0, 1] \ {c} →
[0, 1] be a C3 contracting Lorenz map with Sf < 0. If c belongs to the boundary of a
wandering interval, then there is a transitive Cantor set A such that ωf (x) = A for almost
every x ∈ [0, 1]. Furthermore, A = ωf (c−) or ωf (c+) .
Proof. Suppose that (c− δ, c) is a wandering interval for some δ > 0, the proof of the other
case is analogous. Let J = (a, c) be the maximal wandering interval containing (c − δ, c).
As a cycle of intervals must contains c in it interior, it follows that f cannot have cycles
of intervals. So, as f does not have cycle of intervals, O+f (c+) is a totally disconnected
compact set.
We observe that f also cannot have a periodic-like attractors. Indeed, if A is a periodic-
like attractor for f , then it follows from Singer’s Theorem [39] that (c− ε, c) or (c, c+ ε) ⊂
βf (A) for some ε > 0. As (a, c) is a wandering interval, (c− ε, c) 6⊂ βf (A). So, (c, c+ ε) ⊂
βf (A). As a consequence, (a, c+ ε) ∩ f j(I) = ∅ ∀ j ≥ 1, contradicting Corollary 15.
As (a, c) is a wandering interval, it follows from Corollary 15 that
c+ ∈ ωf (x) for almost every x ∈ [0, 1] (15)
As a consequence, (c, b) cannot be a wandering interval ∀ b > c. So, a = c?− and c?+ = c.
Furthermore, using Theorem 2, we get that
ωf (x) =
{
O+f (a) ∪ O+f (c+) if a ∈ ωf (x)
O+f (c+) if a /∈ ωf (x)
(16)
for almost every x ∈ [0, 1].
It follows from (15) that c+ ∈ ωf (J) = ωf (a) = ωf (c−). In particular, O+f (c+) ⊂ ωf (a) =
ωf (c−). Thus, if a is recurrent, we get
a ∈ ωf (a) = ωf (J) = ωf (c−) = O+f (a) ∪ O+f (c+)
and it follows from (16) that ωf (x) = ωf (c−) for almost every x ∈ [0, 1]. Furthermore, as
a ∈ ωf (a) = ωf (c−) and a /∈ O−f (c), it follows from Lemma 31 in the Appendix that ωf (c−)
is a transitive Cantor set. Thus, to conclude the proof, we may assume that a /∈ ωf (a).
Claim 4. If ∃ ε > 0 such that c ∈ ωf (x) for every x ∈ (c, c+ ε) \ O−f (c), then c ∈ ωf (c+).
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Proof of the claim. As c ∈ ωf (J), we have that c ∈ ωf (x) ∀x ∈ (a, c + ε) \ O−f (c). Thus,
let I = (α, β) be the maximal open interval such that c ∈ ωf (x) for every x ∈ I \ O−f (c).
Note that I is a nice interval. Furthermore, if F is the first return map to [α, β], then it
follows from the maximality of I that Dom(F ) = [α, β] \ {c} and that F is conjugated to
a contracting Lorenz map f˜ (F is renormalizable to f˜). If c /∈ ωf (c+), then F (c−) = α,
which implies that F is not injective, contradicting Lemma 32 (in the Appendix) applied
to f˜ . 
Claim 5. c ∈ ωf (c+)
Proof of the claim. Suppose that c /∈ ωf (c+). Let (α0, β0) be the connected component of
[0, 1] \ O+f (c+). Observes that α0 < a. By Claim 4, there exists p ∈ (c, β0) \ O−f (c) such
that c /∈ ωf (p). Let (α1, β1) be the connected component of [0, 1] \ O+f (p) containing c.
Notice that both (α0, β0) and (α1, β1) are nice intervals. Thus, (α, β) := (α0, β0)∩ (α1, β1)
is a nice interval containing (a, β).
Let N0 = {j ≥ 1 ; f j(J) ⊂ (c, β)} and V =
⋃
j∈N0 f
j(J). For each x ∈ V , let R(x) =
min{` ≥ 1 ; f `(x) ∈ (c, β)} and let Ix be the maximal open interval containing x such that
fR(x)|Ix is a diffeomorphism and that fR(x)(Ix) ⊂ (a, β). As f preserves orientation and
O+f (β) ∩ (a, β) = ∅, it follows from the maximality of Ix that Ix ∩ Iy 6= ∅ =⇒ Ix = Iy
∀x, y ∈ V . Thus, the map F : ⋃x∈V Ix → (a, β) given by F (y) = fR(x)(y), for every y ∈ Ix
∀x ∈ V , is well defined. As c ∈ ωF (x) for every x ∈ V . It follows from Lemma 8 that
ωf (x) ⊃ ωF (x) = [a, β] for almost every x ∈ [a, β], which is a contradiction. 
Claim 6. If Leb(V (a)) > 0, then a ∈ O+f (c+), where V (a) = {x ∈ [0, 1] \ O−f (c) ; a ∈
ωf (x)}.
Proof of the claim. Suppose by contradiction that Leb(V (a)) > 0 and a /∈ O+f (c+). As we
are assuming that a /∈ ωf (a) (= ωf (J) = ωf (c−)), let α = max{x < c ; x ∈ O+f (c−) ∪
O+f (c+)}. Observe that (α, c) is a nice interval containing a.
Let F : (α, c)∗ → (α, c) be the first return map to (α, c), with (α, c)∗ = {x ∈ (α, c) ;
O+f (f(x)) ∩ (α, c) 6= ∅}. As (α, c) is a nice interval and O+f (c±)∩ (α, c) = ∅, F (I) = (α, c)
for every connected component I of (α, c)∗. Because of Leb ◦f−1  Leb, we get that
Leb((α, c) ∩ V (a)) > 0 and, as a consequence, it follows from Lemma 8 that ωf (x) ⊃
ωF (x) = [α, c] for almost every x ∈ (α, c), which is a contradiction. 
It follows from Claim 5 that f(c+) ∈ ωf (f(c+)) = ωf (c+) = O+f (c+). As f(c−) /∈ O−f (c),
it follows from Lemma 31 in the Appendix, and from the fact that f(c+) /∈ Per(f), that
ωf (c+) is a transitive Cantor set. So, to finish the proof, notice that if Leb(V (a)) > 0, then
we can use (16) and Claim 6 to obtain that ωf (x) = ωf (c+) = O+f (c+) = O+f (a) ∪ O+f (c+)
for almost every x ∈ [0, 1]. On the other hand, if Leb(V (a)) = 0, then the proof follows
directly from (16). 
Proposition 21. Let f : [0, 1] \ {c} → [0, 1] be a C3 contracting Lorenz map with negative
Schwarzian derivative and such that c is not in the boundary of a wandering interval. If
f does not have an attracting periodic-like orbit, then c− ∈ ωf (x) and c+ ∈ ωf (x) for
Lebesgue almost all x ∈ [0, 1].
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Proof. Suppose that there exists W ⊂ [0, 1] with positive measure and such that c+ /∈ ωf (x)
∀x ∈ W (the case where c− /∈ ωf (x) for a positive set of points x ∈ [0, 1] is analogous).
As Leb({x ; c /∈ ωf (x)}) = 0 (Corollary 15), we get that c− ∈ ωf (x) for Lebesgue almost
every x ∈ W . Thus, there is some ε > 0 and V ⊂ W , with Leb(V ) > 0, such that
O+f (x) ∩ (c, c+ ε) = ∅ (17)
and c− ∈ ωf (x) ∀x ∈ V . Furthermore, as Leb ◦f−1  Leb, Leb(V ∩ (c− δ, c)) > 0 ∀δ > 0.
Notice that O+f (c−) ∩ (c, c+ ε) = ∅. Otherwise O+f (x) ∩ (c, c+ ε) 6= ∅ ∀x ∈ V , because
f is continuous and c ∈ O+f (x) ∩ (0, c) ∀x ∈ V .
If ∃ δ > 0 such that c ∈ ωf (x) for every x ∈ (c − δ, c) \ O−f (c) or for every x ∈ (c, c +
δ) \ O−f (c), then it follows from Lemma 19 that there is an interval (a, b) ⊂ (c − δ, c + δ)
containing c such that c− and c+ ∈ ωf (x) for every x ∈ (a, b)\O−f (c). This is a contradiction
with the fact that Leb(W ∩ (a, c)) > 0.
So, for each δ > 0 there exist c − δ < a0 < c < b0 < c + δ such that O+f (a0) 63 c /∈
O+f (b0). Letting (a1, b1) be the connected component of [0, 1] \ O+f (a0) and (a2, b2) being
the connected component of [0, 1] \O+f (b0), we have that both (a1, b1) and (a2, b2) are nice
intervals and that c− δ < a1 < c < b2 < c+ δ. Thus, (aδ, bδ) := (a1, b1) ∩ (a2, b2) is a nice
interval containing c and contained in (c− δ, c+ δ).
Firstly, suppose that c− is not recurrent, i.e., c− /∈ ωf (c−). In this case, let δ ∈ (0, ε)
be such that O+f (f(c−)) ∩ (c − δ, c + δ) = ∅ and J := (aδ, bδ). It is easy to see that
O+f (a) ∩ (a, b) = ∅. Let F : J∗ → J be the first return map to J , where J∗ = {x ∈
J ; O+f (f(x)) ∩ J 6= ∅}, and set U = J∗ ∩ (aδ, c). As O+f (c−) ∩ J = ∅, it follows from
Lemma 16 that F (I) = J for every connected component I of U .
Now suppose that c− is recurrent, c− ∈ ωf (c−). In this case, consider the nice interval
(aε, bε). As #{j ≥ 0 ; f j(x0) ∈ (aε, c)} = ∞ if x0 ∈ V , it follows from Lemma 17 that
there is a ∈ (aε, c), such that a ∈ Per(f) and O+f (a)∩ (a, bε) = ∅. Set b = bε and J = (a, b).
Let U ⊂ (a, c), F : U → (a, b) and R : U → N be given by Lemma 18. In this case, we
also have F (I) = J for every connected component of U .
Note that, independently of c− being recurrent or not, V ⊂ U . Thus, as SF < 0 and
Leb
({x ∈ ⋂n≥0 F−n(U) ; ωf (x) 6⊂ {a, b}}) ≥ Leb(V ) > 0, it follows from Lemma 8 that
ωF (x) = [a, b] for almost every x ∈ V . This implies that O+f (x) ∩ (c, c+ ε) 6= ∅ for almost
every x ∈ V , which contradicts (17).

Corollary 22. Let f : [0, 1]\{c} → [0, 1] be a C3 contracting Lorenz map with Sf < 0 and
such that c is not in the boundary of a wandering interval. If f does not have attracting
periodic-like orbits and Leb(B1(f)) = 0, then ωf (x) = O+f (c−) ∪ O+f (c+) for Lebesgue
almost every x ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. This Corollary follows directly from Theorem 2 and Proposition 21 above. As c is not
in the boundary of a wandering interval, Wf = (Cf )±∞ = ∅ and also c?± = c, where (Cf )± =
{c−, c+}. As a consequence, it follows from Theorem 2 that ωf (x) = O+f (c−) ∪ O+f (c+)
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for almost every x ∈ [0, 1], since, by Proposition 21, we have that c− and c+ ∈ ωf (x) for
almost every x ∈ [0, 1]. 
Lemma 23. Let f : [0, 1] \ {c} → [0, 1] be a C3 contracting Lorenz map with negative
Schwarzian derivative. If Leb(B1(f)) > 0, then there is a cycle of intervals A such that
ωf (x) = A for almost every x ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. Suppose that Leb(B1(f)) > 0. Thus, f has a cycle of intervals A = I1 ∪ · · · ∪ In,
Ij = [aj, bj]. It follows from Corollary 4 that A is the unique cycle of intervals of f and so,
B1(f) = {x ∈ [0, 1] ; ωf (x) = A}. Furthermore, c ∈ (ak, bk) for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n (Lemma 2).
If Interior(ωf (c−)) or Interior(ωf (c+)) 6= ∅, it follows from Lemma 2 that that ωf (c−) or
ωf (c+) = A. In this case, it follows from Proposition 21 that ωf (x) = A for almost every
x ∈ [0, 1], proving the lemma.
Thus, we may assume that Interior(ωf (c±)) = ∅. That being so, let I = (a, b) be
a connected component of A \ O+f (c−) ∪ O+f (c+). Note that I is a nice interval. As
O+f (c±) ∩ I = ∅ and Leb({x ; ωf (x) = A ⊃ I}) > 0, it follows from the interval dichotomy
lemma (Lemma 9) that ωf (x) ⊃ I for almost every x ∈ I. By the homterval lemma,
either c ∈ I or there is some ` ≥ 1 such that f `|I is a diffeomorphism and c ∈ f `(I).
Thus, ωf (x) ⊃ f `(I) for almost every x ∈ I and also for almost every x ∈ T := f `(I). As a
consequence, Interior(ωf (x))∩Interior(A) 6= ∅ for almost every x ∈ T . Therefore, it follows
from Lemma 3 that ωf (x) = A for almost every x ∈ T . Let T ′ = {x ∈ T ; ωf (x) = A}.
As T is an open interval containing c, it follows from (22) that Leb(
⋃
n≥0 f
−n(T )) = 1 and
so, Leb(
⋃
n≥0 f
−n(T ′)) = 1, since f∗ Leb is absolutely continuous. That is, Leb(B1(f)) = 1
and ωf (x) = A for almost every x ∈ [0, 1]. 
Lemma 24. Let f : [0, 1] \ {c} → [0, 1] be a C3 contracting Lorenz map with Sf < 0 and
Leb(B1(f)) = 0. If ∃ δ > 0 such that c− and c+ ∈ ωf (x) for every x ∈ (c− δ, c+ δ)\O−f (c),
then c− ∈ ωf (c+) and c+ ∈ ωf (c−).
Proof. Let (a, b) be the maximal open interval J containing c and such that c ∈ ωf (x) for
every x ∈ J \ O−f (c). Notice that (a, b) is a nice interval.
Claim. c ∈ ωf (c±)
Proof of the claim. Suppose by contradiction that c /∈ ωf (c−) (the case when c /∈ ωf (c+)
is analogous). In this case, set V = (c, b) \ O−f (c) ⊂ (a, b) and R : V → (a, b) by R(x) =
min{j ≥ 1 ; f j(x) ∈ (c, b)}. For each x ∈ V , define Ix as the maximal open interval
J containing x and such that fR(x)(Ix) ⊂ (a, b). Let x ∈ V and write (p, q) = Ix. If
fR(x)(Ix) $ (a, b), then ∃0 ≤ j < R(x) such that (1) c = f j(p) < b < f j(x) and a <
fR(x)(p+) < b or (2) a ≤ f j(p) < f j(q) = c and a < fR(x)(q−) = fR(x)−j(c−) < b. In
the case (1), we get that a < fR(x)(p+) < f
R(x)−j(b) < fR(x)(x) < b which contradicts
the fact that (a, b) is a nice interval. The second case says that a < fR(x)−j(c−) < b, in
contradiction to our assumption.
Thus, fR(x)(Ix) = (a, b) ∀x ∈ V . As (a, b) is a nice interval, it follows that Ix = Iy
whenever Ix ∩ Iy 6= ∅. Therefore, the map F : V → (a, b) given by F (y) = fR(x)(y) for
y ∈ Ix and x ∈ V is well defined. As SF < 0, V is F positive invariant, Leb(V ) = |b−c| > 0
and c ∈ ωF (x) ∀x ∈ V , it follows from Lemma 8 that ωF (x) = [a, b] for almost every
x ∈ (a, b). As this implies that Leb(B1(f)) > 0, we get a contradiction. 
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As f does not have a periodic-like attractor, there is some n ≥ 1 such that fn(c±) /∈
O−f (c). Moreover, as c ∈ ωf (c±) and ∃m0,m1 ≥ n such that fm1(c−) and fm1(c+) ∈
(c− δ, c+ δ) \ O−f (c). Thus, c− and c+ ∈ ωf (fm0(c−)) = ωf (c−). In the same way, c− and
c+ ∈ ωf (fm0(c+)) = ωf (c+), proving the lemma.

Lemma 25. Let f : [0, 1] \ {c} → [0, 1] be a C3 contracting Lorenz map with Sf < 0,
Leb(B1(f)) = 0 and such that c is not in the boundary of a wandering interval. If f does
not have attracting periodic-like orbits, then c− ∈ ωf (c+) and c+ ∈ ωf (c−).
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that c+ /∈ ωf (c−), the other case being analogous. Let
δ > 0 be so that (c, c+ δ) ∩ O+f (c−) = ∅.
If c ∈ ωf (x) for every x ∈ (c − δ, c) \ O−f (c) or for every x ∈ (c, c + δ) \ O−f (c), then it
follows from Lemma 19 that there is an interval (a, b) ⊂ (c − δ, c + δ) containing c such
that c− and c+ ∈ ωf (x) for every x ∈ (a, b) \ O−f (c). Thus, it follows from Lemma 24 that
c+ ∈ ωf (c−), contradicting our hypothesis.
So, for each δ > 0 there exist c − δ < a0 < c < b0 < c + δ such that O+f (a0) 63 c /∈
O+f (b0). Letting (a1, b1) be the connected component of [0, 1] \ O+f (a0) and (a2, b2) being
the connected component of [0, 1] \O+f (b0), we have that both (a1, b1) and (a2, b2) are nice
intervals and that c− δ < a1 < c < b2 < c+ δ. Thus, (aδ, bδ) := (a1, b1) ∩ (a2, b2) is a nice
interval containing c and contained in (c− δ, c+ δ).
Let (c, b)∗ = {x ∈ (c, b) ; O+f (f(x)) ∩ (c, b) 6= ∅}. Note that Leb((c, b)∗) = |c− b|. Given
x ∈ (c, b)∗, let R(x) = min{j ≥ 1 ; f j(x) ∈ (c, b)}. Also, let Ix be the maximal open
interval containing x and such that fR(x)|Ix is a diffeomorphism and fR(x)(Ix) ⊂ (a, b).
We claim that fR(x)(Ix) = (a, b). Indeed, write (α, β) = Ix and suppose by contradiction
that fR(x)(Ix) $ (a, b). Thus, ∃ 0 ≤ j < R(x) such that f j(α) = c and fR(x)(α) =
fR(x)−j(c+) ∈ (a, b) or f j(β) = c and fR(x)(β) = fR(x)−j(c−) ∈ (a, b). First, assume that
f j(α) = c. In this case, as f is orientation preserving, we get that f j((Ix)) = (c, f
j(β)).
As j < R(x), f j(x) /∈ (c, b). So, b ∈ f j(Ix), but this contradicts the fact that (a, b) is
a nice interval. Now assume that f j(β) = c. In such case, c < fR(x)(x) < fR(x)(β) =
fR(x)−j(c−) < b, which contradicts that (c, c+ δ) ∩ O+f (c−) = ∅.
As (a, b) is a nice interval, it follows from the maximality of Ix that Ix = Iy whenever
Ix ∩ Iy 6= ∅. Thus, F : (c, b)∗ → (a, b) given by F (y) = fR(x)(y) for y ∈ Ix is well defined.
As c ∈ ωF (x) for almost every x ∈ (a, b)∗, it follows from Lemma 8 that ωF (x) = [a, b] for
almost every x ∈ (a, b). This implies that ωf (x) ⊃ [a, b] for almost every x ∈ [0, 1]. That
is, Leb(B1(f)) = 1, contradicting our assumption. 
Corollary 26. Let f : [0, 1] \ {c} → [0, 1] be a C3 contracting Lorenz map with Sf < 0,
Leb(B1(f)) = 0 and such that c is not in the boundary of a wandering interval. If f does
not have attracting periodic-like orbits, then
(1) c− ∈ ωf (c−) = O+f (c−) = O+f (c+) = ωf (c+) 3 c+;
(2) A := O+f (c−) is a transitive Cantor set;
(3) ωf (x) = A for almost every x ∈ [0, 1].
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Figure 6.
Proof. Item (1) is a direct consequence of Lemma 25. To prove the second item, note that
O+f (c−) = O+f (v), where v = f(c−). So, v ∈ ωf (v) = A, which implies that A is transitive.
Moreover, as v /∈ Per(f) and v ∈ ⋃j≥0 f−j([0, 1] \ {c}), it follows from Lemma 31 in the
Appendix that A is perfect. If A is not totally disconnected, then Interior(A) 6= ∅ and
this implies by Proposition 21 that Interior(ωf (x)) ⊃ Interior(A) 6= ∅ for almost every x.
That is, Leb(B1(f)) = 1, which contradicts our hypothesis. So, A is compact, perfect and
totally disconnected. Finally, item (3) follows straightforwardly from Corollary 22.

Contracting Lorenz maps with periodic attractors. By Singer’s Theorem [39], it follows
that a contracting Lorenz map can have at most two attracting periodic-like orbits. Nev-
ertheless, it is not obvious that the union of the basins of attraction of the attracting
periodic-like orbits contains almost every point.
Lemma 27. Let f : [0, 1] \ {c} → [0, 1] be a C3 contracting Lorenz map with negative
Schwarzian derivative. Suppose that {Aj ; 1 ≤ j ≤ t} are the periodic-like attractors of f ,
where 1 ≤ t ≤ 2 is the number of them. If δ > 0 such that Leb(((c − δ, c) ∪ (c, c + δ)) \
(
⋃
j βf (Aj)) = 0, then Leb(
⋃
j βf (Aj)) = 1.
Proof. Let J = (a, b) be the maximal open interval containing c such that Leb((a, b) \
(βf (A1) ∪ βf (A2))) = 0. It is easy to check that the maximality of (a, b) implies that(O+f (a) ∪ O+f (b)) ∩ (a, b) = ∅ and also that a, b ∈ Per(f).
Similarly to the proof of Lemma 33, we claim that O+f (x) ∩ J = ∅ for almost every
x ∈ [0, 1]. To show this, consider g : [0, 1] \ Cg → [0, 1], defined by
g(x) =

f(x) if x /∈ (a, b)
λa(f(x)− f(a)) + f(a) if x ∈ (a, c)
λb(f(x)− f(b)) if x ∈ (c, b)
(18)
where λa = (1− f(a))/|f((a, c))|, λb = f(b)/|f((c, b))| and Cg = {c} ∪ ∂J , see Figure 6.
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Letting U = [0, 1] \B0(f) and assuming by contradiction that Leb(U) > 0, one can show
(following the proof of Lemma 33 in the Appendix) the existence of a connected component
It0 of ([0, 1]\J)\ (O+f (a)∪O+f (b)) such that Leb({x ∈ U ; ω+g (x)∩It0) 6= ∅}
}
) > 0 and that
It0 ∩ (O+g (Vg) = ∅. Thus, by the interval dichotomy lemma (Proposition 9), ωg(x) ⊃ It0
for almost every x ∈ It0 . By the homterval lemma, we get n ≥ 0 such that gn|It0 is a
diffeomorphism and Cg ∩ gn(It0) = {a, b, c} ∩ gn(It0) 6= ∅ and so, gn(It0) ∩ J 6= ∅. As a
consequence, the orbit (with respect to g and also to f) of almost every point of U ∩ It0
intersects J , contradicting the definition of U . 
Proposition 28 (Periodic-like attractors for contracting Lorenz maps). Let f : [0, 1] \
{c} → [0, 1] be a C3 contracting Lorenz map with negative Schwarzian derivative. If f
has a periodic-like attractor A1, then either Leb(βf (A1)) = 1 or else there is a second
periodic-like attractor A2 such that Leb(βf (A1) ∪ βf (A2)) = 1.
Proof. Let A1 be a periodic-like attractor for f . By Singer’s Theorem [39], there is ε > 0
such that (c − ε, c) or (c, c + ε) ⊂ βf (A1). Suppose for instance that (c, c + ε) ⊂ βf (A1),
the other case being similar. Let (c, b) be the maximal open interval containing (c, c + ε)
and contained in βf (A1).
Firstly suppose that ∃ δ > 0 such that (c − δ, c) belongs to the basin of attraction of a
periodic-like attractor A2 (A2 may be equal to A1). We then apply Lemma 27 and conclude
the proof.
Thus, we may assume that, for every δ > 0, (c − δ, c) is not contained in the basin of
attraction of a periodic attractor. In particular, this implies, by Singer’s Theorem, that
A1 is the unique periodic-like attractor of f .
Claim. If (a, c) is a homterval for some a < c, then Leb(βf (A1)) = 1.
Proof of the claim. Let I = (a′, c) be the maximal homterval containing (a, c). As I is a
homterval, ωf (x) = ωf (y), ∀x, y ∈ I. Thus, if I ∩ βf (A1) 6= ∅, then I ⊂ βf (A1) and by
Lemma 27 we get that Leb(βf (A1)) = 1.
Now, let us show that the assumption I ∩ βf (A1) = ∅ leads to a contradiction. Indeed,
if I ∩ βf (A1) = ∅, then fn(J) ∩ (c, b) = ∅ ∀n ≥ 0. By the maximality of I, either
a′ = 0 or f `(a′) = c for some ` ≥ 1. As fn(J) ∩ (c, b) = ∅ ∀n ≥ 0, we necessarily
have a′ = 0. As f 2|I is a diffeomorphism, c /∈ f(I) = (0, limε↓0 f(c− ε)). This implies that
f(I) ⊂ I and therefore, (0, c) is contained in the basin of attraction of some fixed-like point
p ∈ [0, c], and as we are assuming that A1 is the unique periodic-like attractor, A1 = p and
I = (0, c) ⊂ βf (p), contradicting the assumption.

Let us suppose, by contradiction, that Leb([0, 1]\βf (A1)) > 0. Thus, it follows from the
claim above that f can not have a wandering interval J with c ∈ ∂J . Also, by Lemma 2,
f does not admit a cycle of intervals. Thus, it follows from Corollary 15 that
c− ∈ ωf (x) for almost all x ∈ [0, 1] \ βf (A1). (19)
Furthermore, it follows from Corollary 12 that ωf (x) ⊂ O+f (c−) for almost all x ∈
[0, 1] \ βf (A1). Thus, we have that
ωf (x) = O+f (c−), for almost all x ∈ [0, 1] \ βf (A1). (20)
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In particular,
c− ∈ O+f (c−) and Leb(V (a)) > 0, ∀a ∈ [0, c),
where V (a) = {x ∈ (a, c) ; #(O+f (x) ∩ (a, c)) = ∞}. Furthermore, as c− = fn(c−) some
n ≥ 1 would implies that A2 = {c, f(c−), · · · , fn−1(c−) is a second attracting periodic-like
orbit with contradicts our assumption, we get that
c− ∈ ωf (c−) (21)
Claim. If #A1 ≥ 2, then c /∈ A1.
Proof of the claim. Suppose that c ∈ A1 and let n ≥ 2 be the period of c+. Let T := (c, t)
the be the maximal interval such that fn|T in a diffeomorphism. We claim that fn(t−) > t.
Indeed, by the maximality of T either t = 1 or ∃ 1 ≤ ` < n such that fn(t) = c. As t = 1
implies that n = 1, we conclude that f `(t) = c, for some 1 ≤ ` < n. As f is an orientation
preserving map, we get that f `(T ) = f `((c, t)) = (f `(c+), c)) and also that f
n(T ) =
(fn(c+), f
n(t−)) = fn−`((f `(c+), c)) = (fn(c+), fn−`(c−)). Thus, if fn(t−) ≤ t, then either
t− is a periodic-like point with c− ∈ O+f (t−) or c < fn−`(c−) = fn(t−) < t. The first case
is impossible because it implies the existence of a second attracting periodic-like orbit, and
we are assuming that A1 is the unique one. On the other hand, c < f
n−`(c−) = fn(t−) < t
implies that c < fk n(x) < f (k−1)n(x) < · · · < fn(x) < x for every x ∈ (c, t) and this means
that T = (c, t) ⊂ βf (A1). As a consequence, T ′ = f `(T ) ⊂ βf (A1) which contradicts
the assumption that (c− δ, c) is not contained in the basin of attraction of a periodic-like
attractor, ∀ δ > 0. 
Notice that A1∩ (0, c) = ∅ if and only if A1 is an attracting fixed-like point q ∈ [c, 1]. As
we are assume that p is the unique attracting periodic-like point it is easy to see that if A1
is a fixed-like point, then f(c−) > c and that (c, 1) ⊃ βf (q). In this case one can conclude
easily that βf (q) = (0, 1).
So, we may assume that A1∩ (0, c) 6= ∅ and, by the claim just above, we get that c /∈ A1.
Let J := (p, q) be the connected component of (0, 1) \A1 containing c. Thus, J is a nice
interval containing c and p ∈ Per(f).
By Singer’s Theorem [39], (c, q) ⊂ βf (A1) and so, O+f (c−) ∩ (c, q) = ∅. As we also have
that q ∈ Per(f), c− does not belong to the basin of attraction of A1 (the unique periodic-
like attractor of f) and c ∈ O+f (c−) ∩ (0, c), we can consider U ⊂ (p, c), F : U → (p, q)
and R : U → N as in Lemma 18. Note that V (p) ⊂ U . Let C0 ⊂ (c, q) be a finite set and
g : (c, q) \ C0 → (c, q) be any C3 orientation preserving local diffeomorphism with Sg < 0.
Set U = U ∪ (c, q) \ C0 and G : U → (p, q) by
G(x) =
{
F (x) if x ∈ U
g(x) if x ∈ (c, q) \ C0
Because Gn(x) = F n(x) ∀x ∈ V (p) and ∀n ∈ N, we get G(V (p)) ⊂ V (p). Let P be
the collection of connected components of U . As, G(P ) = (p, q) ∀P ∈ P , SG < 0 and
Leb
(⋂
n≥0G
−n(U)) ≥ Leb(V (p)) > 0, it follows from Lemma 8 that ωF (x) = ωG(x) = [p, q]
for almost every x ∈ V (p). In particular, the ω-limit set of almost every x ∈ V (p) is a
cycle of intervals. This is a contradiction, as f can not admit a cycle of intervals. Thus,
we necessarily have Leb([0, 1] \ βf (A1)) = 0, which concludes the proof.
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
Proof of Theorem B. If f has attracting periodic-like orbits, then the proof follows from
Proposition 28 above. If c belongs to the boundary of a wandering interval, then theorem
is a consequence of Lemma 20.
If f does not admit attracting periodic-like orbits, Leb(B1(f)) = 0 and c is not in the
boundary of a wandering interval, then it follows from Corollary 26. In particular, this is
the case if f is non-flat (see Definition 29 in the Appendix), it does not admit attracting
periodic-like orbits and Leb(B1(f)) = 0. Indeed, if f is non-flat, it follows from Lemma 30
in the Appendix that c cannot belongs to the boundary of a wandering interval.
On the other hand, if Leb(B1(f)) > 0 the Theorem is a corollary of Lemma 23.
Further comments. In the present paper we have dealt with metrical attractors. In this
kind of attractor, the basin of attraction is required to have positive Lebesgue measure.
Another viewpoint is to consider topological attractors, namely the ones whose basins of
attraction are residual in some open set of the domain, see Milnor [29]. Notice that the
topological attractors and the metrical ones may not be the same, as in the case of wild
attractors [8].
For non-flat C3 maps of the interval [0, 1] with negative Schwarzian derivative it is known
that the number of topological attractors is bounded by the number of critical points, as
shown by Guckenheimer [15] and Blokh and Lyubich [6]. For maps with discontinuities,
Branda˜o showed in [4] the topological version of Theorem B, that is, contracting Lorenz
maps have either one single topological attractor or two attracting periodic orbits whose
union of basins of attraction is a residual subset of the whole interval. In the context of
topological attractors, the question of finiteness of the number of attractors for discontin-
uous maps with more than one critical point remains open.
6. Appendix
Definition 29 (Non-flat). A C3 contracting Lorenz map f : [0, 1] \ {c} → R is called non-
flat if there exist ε > 0, constants α, β ≥ 1 and C3 diffeomorphisms φ0 : [c−ε, c]→ Im(φ0)
and φ1 : [c, c+ ε]→ Im(φ1) such that
f(x) =
{
f(c−) +
(
φ0(x− c)
)α
if x ∈ (c− ε, c) ∩ (0, 1)
f(c+) +
(
φ1(x− c)
)β
if x ∈ (c, c+ ε) ∩ (0, 1)
Lemma 30 (Lemma 3.36 of [41]). If f : [0, 1] \ {c} → [0, 1] is a C2 non-flat contracting
Lorenz map, then f does not admit a wandering interval J with c ∈ ∂J .
Proof. Suppose for instance that, f has a wandering interval J = (c, c+ε), with ε > 0. So,
we can modify f , see Figure 7, to coincide with the original map out of this interval, but
being C2 and non-flat (as defined in the introduction of the paper). This way, the modified
map is a C2 non-flat map with f(J) being a wandering interval for it, but it can’t happen,
according to Theorem A of Chapter IV of [28].

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Lemma 31. Let X be a compact metric space and f : U → X a continuous map define in
an open subset U ⊂ X. If x ∈ ⋂j≥0 f−j(U) is recurrent, x ∈ ωf (x), then either x ∈ Per(f)
or ωf (x) = O+f (x) is a perfect set.
Proof. Suppose that there are q ∈ ωf (x) and ε > 0 such that ωf (x) ∩ Bε(q) = {q}. Let
nj ↗ ∞ be a sequence such that q = limj fnj(x). Because of x ∈ ωf (x), we have that
O+f (x) ⊂ ωf (x). Thus, ∃ j0 ≥ 1 so that fnj(x) = q ∀ j ≥ j0. In particular, q ∈
⋂
j≥0 f
−j(U).
Therefore, q = fnj0+1(x) = fnj0+1−nj0 (fnj0 (x)) = fnj0+1−nj0 (q). That is, q ∈ Per(f). As x
is pre-periodic, because fnj0 (p) = q, and recurrent, it follows that p is periodic. 
Lemma 32 ([4]). Let f : [0, 1] \ {c} → [0, 1] be a contracting Lorenz map without periodic-
like attractors. If c ∈ ωf (x) for every x ∈ (0, 1) \ O−f (c), then f |(f(c+),f(c−)) is injective.
Proof. Suppose that c ∈ ωf (x) for every x ∈ (0, 1) and that there are p0 ∈ (f(c+), c) and
p1 ∈ (c, f(c−)) such that f(p0) = f(p1). Let p = f(p0) = f(p1) and g : (f(c+), f(c−)) \
{c} → (f(c+), f(c−)) given by g(x) =
{
p if x /∈ (p0, p1)
f(x) if x ∈ (p0, p1)
, see Figure 8. We claim that
there exists n ≥ 0 such that gn(p) /∈ (p0, p1). Indeed, gn(p) = fn(p) for every n ≥ 0 such
that gj(p) ∈ (p0, p1) ∀0 ≤ j < n. As c ∈ ωf (x) ∀x ∈ (f(c+), f(c−)), eventually fn(p) is
close to c and so, fn+1(p) /∈ (p0, p1). Therefore, gn(p) /∈ (p0, p1) for some n ≥ 0, as claimed.
This implies that gn+1(p) = p. That is, g has a periodic point and this implies (see [12])
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that f also has a periodic point in (f(c+), f(c−)), which is impossible as c ∈ ωf (x) for
every x ∈ (0, 1).

Lemma 33. Let f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] be a S-unimodal map having an attracting periodic point
p. Then Leb(βf (O+f (p))) = 1.
Proof. Let 0 < c < 1 be the critical point of f and let pˆ = maxO+f (p). As Sf < 0 and f
has at most two fixed points, if pˆ = 0, then ωf (x) = 0 for every x ∈ [0, 1]. Thus, we may
assume that pˆ 6= 0. In particular, 0 cannot be an attracting periodic point.
Writing (a, b) = J := f−1((pˆ, 1]), we have that a or b ∈ O+f (p). Furthermore, it follows
from Singer’s Theorem [39] that p is the unique attracting periodic orbit of f and that
ωf (x) = O+f (p), for every x ∈ J because [a, c] or [c, b] is contained in the local basin of
O+f (p).
We claim that Leb(U) = 0, where U := [0, 1] \ B0(f) = [0, 1] \ βf (O+f (p)). To show this,
let’s consider g : [0, 1] \ Cg → [0, 1] defined by
g(x) =
{
f(x) if x /∈ J
λ(f(x)− f(p)) + f(p) if x ∈ J
where λ = (1− f(p))/(f(c)− f(p)) and Cg = {c} ∪ ∂J .
Assume, by contradiction, that Leb(U) > 0. Notice that O+f (x) = O+g (x), ∀x ∈ U . In
particular, B0(g) ∩ U = ∅.
Let I1, · · · , It be the connected components of ([0, 1] \ J) \ O+f (p) and observe that
U ⊂ I1∪· · ·∪It. In particular, there is t0 so that Leb({x ∈ U ; #(O+g (x)∩It0) =∞}
}
) > 0.
As U ∩ B0(f) = ∅, it follows from Lemma 5 that
Leb({x ∈ U ; ωg(x) ∩ It0 6= ∅}) > 0.
AsO+g (g(a±)) = O+g (g(b±)) = O+f (p) andO+g (g(c±)) = {0, 1}, we get that It0∩O+g (Vg) =
∅. Thus, by the Interval Dichotomy Lemma (Lemma 9), ωg(x) ⊃ It0 for almost every
x ∈ It0 . This implies that It0 does not intersect the basin of attraction of a periodic
attractor nor it is a wandering interval. Thus, by the Homterval Lemma (Lemma 1), there
is some n ≥ 0 such that gn|It0 is a diffeomorphism and {a, b, c} ∩ gn(It0) 6= ∅. But, this
implies that gn(It0) ∩ J 6= ∅ and as a consequence the orbit (with respect to g and also f)
of almost every point of U ∩ It0 intersects J , contradicting the definition of U . Therefore,
U must be a zero measure set, proving the lemma.

Proof. of Theorem 1
By Singer’s Theorem [39], a S-unimodal map f has at most one attracting periodic orbit.
Moreover, by lemma 33, the basin of attraction of this periodic orbit has full Lebesgue
measure. Thus, we may assume that f does not have a periodic attractor. That is,
B0(f) = ∅.
As O+f (c−) = O+f (c+) = O+f (c), it follows from Corollary 10 that ωf (x) ⊂ O+f (c) for
almost every x ∈ [0, 1] \ B1(f). As we are assuming that f does not have a periodic
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attractor, in particular it does not have a saddle-node, all periodic orbits are hyperbolic
repellers. Applying Man˜e’s Theorem [27] (or Corollary 15), it follows that
c ∈ ωf (x) for almost every x ∈ [0, 1]. (22)
Claim 7. c ∈ Per(f).
Proof of the claim. If not, let t = max Per(f) and set I = (a, b) = f−1((t, f(c)]). Note
that I is a nice interval containing c. From (22), Leb(I∗) = |a − b|, where I∗ = {x ∈
I ; O+f (f(x)) ∩ I 6= ∅}. Letting R(x) = min{j ≥ 1 ; f j(x) ∈ I} for x ∈ I∗, and F (x) =
fR(x)(x) being the first return map to I, it easy so check that F (J) = I for every connected
component J of I∗ such that c /∈ J . Furthermore, either I∗ = (a, c) ∪ (c, b) or I∗ has
infinitely many connected components. In the first case, one can show that t ∈ Per(f),
F = fn, where n is the period of t, and that fn|[a,b] is conjugate with an unimodal map
without periodic attractors. In particular, fn has a fixed point in (a, b), contradicting the
definition of t. On the other hand, if I∗ has infinitely many connected components, then
taking any connected component J of I∗ such that J ⊂ I, we get that F (J) = I and so,
Fix(F )∩ I 6= ∅ which implies that Per(f)∩ (t, 1] 6= ∅, contradicting again the definition of
t. 
Claim 8. If c /∈ ωf (c), then Leb(B1(f)) = 1.
Proof of the claim. Suppose that O+f (f(c))∩ (c− δ, c+ δ) = ∅ for some δ > 0. By Claim 7
above, we can choose p0 ∈ Per(f) ∩ (c − δ, c + δ). Let I = (p, p′) be the connected
component of [0, 1] \O+f (p0). Thus, I is a nice interval with c ∈ I ⊂ (c− δ/2, c+ δ/2) and
p, p′ ∈ O+f (p0). Let I∗ = {x ∈ I ; O+f (f(x)) ∩ I 6= ∅}, R(x) = min{j ≥ 1 ; f j(x) ∈ I} for
x ∈ I∗, and F (x) = fR(x)(x) being the first return map to I, it easy so check that F (J) = I
for every connected component J of I∗ and that Leb(I∗) = Leb(I) = Leb(
⋂
j≥0 F
−j(I)).
As c ∈ ωF (x) for almost every x ∈ I, it follows from Lemma 8 that ωF (x) = I for
almost every x ∈ I. As Leb ◦f−1  Leb and as Leb(⋃j≥0 f−j(I)) = 1, it follows that
Leb(B1(f)) = 1. 
As a consequence of (22), O+f (c) ⊂ ωf (x) almost surely. On the other hand, Corollary 10
implies that ωf (x) ⊂ O+f (c) for almost every x ∈ [0, 1] \ B1(f). Thus,
ωf (x) = O+f (c) for almost every x ∈ [0, 1] \ B1(f). (23)
If Leb(B1(f)) = 0, then the theorem is proved by taking A = O+f (c). Indeed, by (23), we
need only to verify that O+f (c) is a perfect set, and this follows from Claim 8, Lemma 31
and from that fact that c /∈ Per(f), as f does not have periodic attractors.
Therefore, we may suppose that f has a cycle of intervals U = I1 ∪ · · · ∪ In, Ij = [aj, bj],
and also that Leb(B1(f)) > 0. It follows from Corollary 4 that this cycle of intervals
is unique. Thus, B1(f) = {x ∈ [0, 1] ; ωf (x) = U}. Furthermore, c ∈ (ak, bk) for some
1 ≤ k ≤ n (Lemma 2).
Claim. ωf (x) = U for almost every x ∈ [0, 1].
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Proof of the claim. Suppose by contradiction that Leb([0, 1] \ B1(f)) > 0. In this case, we
have that Interior(ωf (c)) = ∅. Otherwise, by the Lemma 2, ωf (c) is a cycle of intervals, and
so ωf (c) = U . As a consequence, c ∈ ωf (c) and, then, O+f (c) = ωf (c) = U . By (23) and the
definition of B1(f), we get ωf (x) = U for almost every x ∈ [0, 1], i.e., Leb([0, 1]\B1(f)) = 0,
contradicting the assumption.
As Interior(ωf (c)) = ∅, we can choose an open interval I = (a, b) contained in U \ωf (c).
As O+f (c) ∩ I = ∅ and we know that Leb({x ; ωf (x) ⊃ U ⊃ I}) > 0, it follows from the
interval dichotomy lemma (Lemma 9) that ωf (x) ⊃ I for almost every x ∈ I. By the
homterval lemma, either c ∈ I or there is some ` ≥ 1 such that f `|I is a diffeomorphism
and c ∈ f `(I). Thus, ωf (x) ⊃ f `(I) for almost every x ∈ I and also for almost every
x ∈ T := f `(I). As a consequence, Interior(ωf (x)) ∩ Interior(U) 6= ∅ for almost every
x ∈ T . Therefore, it follows from Lemma 3 that ωf (x) = U for almost every x ∈ T . Let
T ′ = {x ∈ T ; ωf (x) = U}. As T is an open interval containing c, it follows from (22)
that Leb(
⋃
n≥0 f
−n(T )) = 1 and so, Leb(
⋃
n≥0 f
−n(T ′)) = 1, since f∗ Leb is absolutely
continuous. That is, Leb([0, 1] \ B1(f)) = 0, contradicting our assumption. 
It follows from the claim that A := U is a minimal attractor and βf (A) contains almost
every point of [0, 1], concluding the proof of the theorem. 
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